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From the President’s Desk
Dear Members,
Food processing is one of the first industries
developed by mankind. Most agricultural
commodities require some sort of processing
for them to become marketable. The increased
demand of processed food in both urban and
rural areas (as well as abroad) has encouraged the
establishment of technologically sophisticated
processing plants all over Maharashtra.
A vibrant food processing sector plays a catalytic role in the diversification
of agricultural activities. It opens up opportunities for value addition
across the supply chain and creates a surplus for the export of agrofood products. Amongst various agro industries, it is probably the food
processing sector that has the greatest potential to revitalize agricultural
growth by strengthening forward and backward linkages with farmers,
and speeding up the process of commercialization and diversification of
agricultural produce. This industry is of key significance for Maharashtra’s
socioeconomic development due to the vital linkages and synergies it
promotes between the two main pillars of economic activity viz. agriculture
and industry.
The main food processing industries in Maharashtra are in the sectors of
sugar, milk, poultry, rice mill, flour mill, meat, edible oil, vanaspati, fruit and
vegetable units, and milk processing units. There are huge opportunities
for modernising them. Rice, wheat, soyabean, jowar, grapes, pomegranates
and mangoes are the main crops available in Maharashtra for primary and
secondary processing. Similarly, there is a vast potential for development
and setting up processing units for tomatoes, onion, cabbage, okra and
cauliflower. In particular, fruit juice pulp and concentrated units, winery,
distillery, pickles, rice mill, flour mill, dal mill, soyabean extraction and
various refining units can be set up in the industrial areas of Maharashtra.
Honey and other forest products having a high export value are produced
in many tribal areas of Maharashtra. They need to be carefully identified
and suitable policy opportunities created for their commercialization.
Maharashtra also has a 720 km long coastline, and the proper packaging and
processing of fish and other marine products available all along it, would
not only be beneficial from the export perspective, but it would also provide
many local (and environmentally friendly) employment opportunities in the
entire region. In the age of Covid, when thousands all across the state have
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lost their livelihoods, this becomes critically important.
Maharashtra has huge potential in the export and processing of various
crops like grapes, papaya, pomegranate, tomato, banana, mango, onion,
guava and various citrus fruits. The state also has cost-effective logistical
options for the exports of these products – Mumbai airport, various
seaports and JNPT, to name a few. The related infrastructure is also well
developed – Maharashtra has specialized food parks with facilities like cold
storage, warehousing, advanced packaging, tetra packing and food testing
laboratories. The state is also home to the wine industry, with around 90%
of the wine production in the country located in Maharashtra – especially
in Nashik and the surrounding areas. To promote this industry, Maharashtra
has in place a Grape Processing Policy, and all facilities given to the food
processing industry units are also extended to the Winery Product Units.
The food processing industry in Maharashtra has been traditionally
confined to three key regions viz. Solapur-Pune, Ahmednagar-Nashik, and
Nagpur-Amravati. But a second generation of infrastructure development
is now emerging that is changing the rules of the game. Its latent potential
needs to be carefully tapped for the economic benefit of our state. There
also exists huge scope for creating new overseas markets and improving
the preparation and regulation of public private partnerships for meeting
the strategic importance of export goals. Even though some progress has
been made in this sphere, a lot more still needs to be done, especially in
Maharashtra, which is rich in innate potential, and whose economy is now
on a post-pandemic revival path.
Finally, the food processing industry also has a key dimension of
socioeconomic responsibility attached to it. If we are to avoid exceeding
the limits of what Nature can provide us while meeting the needs of the
human population, consumption and production patterns also need to be
modified accordingly. Policies impacting prices and behavioural norms – for
example, by aligning environmental objectives along entire supply chains,
and enforcing standards for reusing, recycling, and sharing – can accelerate
efforts to break the links between damaging forms of consumption and
production, and the natural environment. In today’s era of global warming
and climate change, and the impact it is having on the economy, this cannot
be stressed enough.
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Interview

Interview with
Mr. Umesh Munjaji Kamble
Founder CEO of Farm To Fork Solutions
Hon. Secretary of CASMB
Food Tech Pathashala
1. What are the current gaps
in supply chain infrastructure
faced by the industry? How do
you propose to resolve them?

commodity delivery to the buyer.

reliance on local agents and
commission agents.

CHALLENGES
IN
SUPPLY
CHAIN Strategies and solution
INDUSTRY
● Cooperative
marketing
management

Supply
chain
(SCM) may be defined as a set of
approaches utilized to efficiently
integrate suppliers, manufacturers,
warehouses, and stores, so that
merchandise is produced and
distributed at the right quantities,
to the right locations, and at the
right time, in order to minimize
system-wide costs while satisfying
service level requirements.

There are several players involved
in fulfilling the needs of the
consumer in the supply chain
management, like farmers, local
traders, transporters, processors,
retailers etc. From a farm gate to a
consumer, a horticulture product
is passed through six-seven
different distribution channels.
Perishable
food
produced
in the farmer‘s field reaches
the end consumer through a
chain of intermediaries. These
intermediaries carry out various
functions, such as transfer of
ownership of commodities, its
movement, maintenance and
preservation of quantity &
quality, payment to the seller and
6
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societies need to be developed
1. Cold chain facilities issue:
at village level by farmers.
Lack of cold storage and
● At farmer level, the state
warehousing facilities
government agencies should
Poor infrastructure in available
function as the village level
cold sheds and cold storage
aggregator.
Inadequate cold chain capacity
● State government agencies
Strategies and solutions
should enter into higher
value addition and processing
● Development of cold chain
of commodities
infrastructure at the center
area of production.
3. Integration issues
● Cold storage setup by private Linkage and integration between
players
or
cooperative the various players in the supply
societies.
chain plays a very important role
● Development of cold chain to make the whole supply chain
networks in hilly areas and effective and profitable. But in
the supply chain of the F&B
other market areas.
sector in India there is a lack of
1. Fragmentation Issues
forward and backward integration
One of the main issues in the between the farmers and the
supply chain of Agricultural other partners. There is a lack
produce sector in India is the of linkage between government
presence of a large number of institutions and Industries. Poor
local traders and intermediaries linkage in marketing channel
who eat all the share of farmer’s from farm gate to Mandi for the
income. The whole supply chain small land farmers. Lack of direct
in India is dominated by local linkage between farmers and
traders. Farmers have greater processing Units.
MEDC Economic Digest
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Solutions
● Contract farming can be done
with private food industries
● Outsourcing of commodities
can be done by processing unit
● NGOs can play intermediary
role between farmers and
companies
4. Infrastructure issues
Supply chain infrastructure plays
an important role in the F&B
sector. Proper and adequate
Infrastructure helps farmers and
agri-businessmen to run their
business successfully and helps
to deliver the goods at the right
time with the right conditions. In
India, Infrastructure is the main
impediment in the supply chain
of agricultural products which
leads to high amounts of losses.
There is significant lack of
warehousing and storage facilities
at farm level, poor loading/
unloading practices in Mandi and
at farm level, poor connectivity to
hilly areas, poor road and railway
infrastructure for transportation
of agricultural commodities, lack
of direct connectivity to farm and
poor marketing infrastructure at
Mandi as well as farm level.
Solutions
● Semi processing units like
grading and standardization
units can be set up by the
government institutions and
entrepreneurs at agricultural
produce area.
● Small size food parks can be
developed in public-private
partnership mode at various
points, district centers etc.
MEDC Economic Digest

● Better
equipment
and
machinery for loading and
unloading, packaging of
commodity
5.

Packaging issues

Packaging is very important for
agricultural produce as they are
highly perishable goods and need
proper packaging for the handling
of these fresh produce. Without
proper packaging it is very difficult
to maintain their shelf life. Cost is
a very important factor for this
issue. High cost of packaging
material makes it difficult for the
farmers to do proper packaging
of their goods. Unavailability of
suitable packaging material is also
one of the issues.
Solution
● State government can tie
up with packaging material
companies for supply of
proper packing material
direct to farm level.
● Small packing units can be set
up by Co-operative societies,
private companies which in
turn provide employment to
locals.
6.

Technological issues

The supply chain is surrounded
by many technical issues, such as
advancement issues, inefficient
technology, obsolete techniques,
and old machineries. Due to
these concerns it has become
difficult for the farmers and agribusinessmen to use appropriate
technologies and techniques to
reduce the post-harvest losses
and time in operational activities.
Limited processing unit with

cost effective machineries and
packaging technologies.
Solutions
● Development
and
transformation of
rural
entrepreneurs in technology,
engineering
and
food
sciences.
● Free and frequent access to
food parks.
● Communication of modern
marketing techniques via
seminars and exhibitions.
7. Farmer's Knowledge and
Awareness
Farmer’s in India have less
knowledge regarding the use of
latest technologies, techniques
etc. to work effectively and
efficiently. They are unaware
of the management for postharvest produce, quality of seed
etc. Due to lack of knowledge
and unawareness of the supply
chain of agricultural produce,
supply chain cannot be efficient,
as farmers are the main source
of the fresh agricultural produce.
Solution
● Conducting
exhibitions,
technical fairs and seminars
can be done by government
agencies, research institutions
to share knowledge on
modern techniques.
● Setup of more agricultural
Institutes, KVK in rural areas.
8. Quality issues
Quality is a very important factor
in the food industry/sector,
because it directly relates to the
health of the people. It is very
November 2021
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important for the supply chain to
deliver the fresh goods in a timely
manner and in a proper quality
to the customer. Proper supply
chain helps to maintain
the
shelf life of produce and prevent
quality deterioration. Quality has a
strong impact on the supply chain,
so it leads to efficiency and less
rejection by the customer. In India,
there is a lack of quality standards
to meet international quality for
export, poor hygiene and safety
standards, high quality degradation
etc. less control on product safety
across the supply chain because of
manual handling & lack of tracking
and traceability facilities.
Solutions
● Knowledge support and
training from government
institutions regarding food
laws, standardization and
labeling requirements in
export countries.
● Government support for
providing
Auto-handling
units and proper packing
material at reasonable prices
to farmers and intermediates.
● Use
of
preservation
techniques or cold storage
for better quality control.
9.

Processing and
addition issues

Value

Processing and Value addition is
a way to increase the shelf life of
food produce and reduce the losses.
High amount of food processing
may lead to low wastage of Fruits
and Vegetables. It gives an immense
opportunity to export processed
food to various destinations. But,
in India the food processing is very
8
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low as compared to other countries.
The state processes about only 1-2
% of total produce and there is a
very low level of value addition due
to lack of processing units and no
close proximity of processing units.
Solution
● Semi processing units and
warehouses can be developed
by government agencies,
coop. societies or private
companies near agricultural
produce areas.
● Small size food parks can be
developed at various center
points in district level.
10. Financial issues
Income of farmers is very low
in almost every Indian state.
They don’t get proper income
for their agricultural produce and
maximum share is appropriated by
the intermediaries. The difference
between the final consumer
price and farmer’s realization is
very high (Farmers get only 25
% of the total consumer price
share’s) in the state. There is lack
of transparency in pricing at all
Mandis in India due to which
farmers don’t get the right prices
for their efforts and fresh produce.
There is a heavy fluctuation in
Mandi Prices during seasons.
Solutions
● Fair and transparent Contract
farming can be done
● Agro co-operative markets
can be set up
● Government agencies or
societies can be involved
in retailing to remove
intermediaries.

11. Post-harvest losses issues
Post-harvest losses are the major
problem in the supply chain of
Fruits and Vegetables sector in
India. There are huge amounts
of losses in the supply chain of
perishable food in reaching the
main market, processing units
etc. Around 30 -40 % of total
food produce is wasted. Huge
amounts of losses are incurred
during transportation and storage
of fresh food produce. Postharvest losses are high because
of lack of cold chain facilities,
poor logistics connectivity in the
hilly areas etc.
Solutions
● Set up of cold chain facilities
in major production areas
● Set up of cold storage in
areas where lack of proper
transportation facility
● Construction
of
postharvest management facility
at farm level
● Set up a semi processing unit
near the produce area.
● Setting up of food processing
units should be emphasized.
12. Transportation issues
Transportation plays a very
important role in the supply
chain.
Without
proper
transportation the goods can’t be
delivered to the customer in time
and in the right quality. It plays
an even more important role in
Perishable foods like Fruits and
Vegetables because of their short
shelf life, high perishable, and
required controlled temperature.
Transportation
related
MEDC Economic Digest
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challenges are very high in India
because of unavailability of
well transportation mode, high
cost of transportation, lack of
temperature controlled vehicle
for the movement of goods etc.
SOLUTIONS
● State
government
refrigeration
transport
system can be set up
● Refrigerated transport vehicles
can be initiated in rural areas in
public-private basis
13.

Market Demand
Information issues

and

Proper information is the basis
of efficient supply chains.
Without proper information
regarding market demand supply
chains cannot run successfully.
Farmers
lack
information
regarding the prices in the
market, demand, intermediaries
involved, food processing units
etc. Poor information leads to
poor realization of prices, high
amount of losses, late delivery
of goods in the market place etc.
SOLUTIONS
● Knowledge of demand
forecasting
● E-choupal (ITC) formula can
be replicated in Mandi system
● Government portal can be
developed showing daily
prices of commodities
2. What hurdles is the industry
facing on the export front?
How could they be overcome?
FOLLOWING are biggest
threats to global supply chain
MEDC Economic Digest

● Ever changing ImportExport taxation laws, custom
clearance laws.
● Cargo theft, Geopolitical
threats, Slowing down of
economy resulting in protest,
unrest and disruption of
supply routes
● Weather disruptions, natural
calamities, Global Health
Crisis, etc.
Solutions
● The export logistics process
is
labor-intensive,
with
multiple people involved in
the production, packaging,
loading, and intermodal
transportation - both at the
docks and the carrier. So,
efficient people management
can make a significant
difference
here.
Good
interpersonal skills on your
part can boost the efficiency
of the people involved in
the logistics process, thereby
enhancing the product cycle.
● Along with movement, proper
storage of the export goods
is of paramount importance.
Perishability and fragility of
the goods must be considered
while
warehousing
the
export product. Maximizing
the storage capacity of
warehouses through efficient
storage practices should also
be implemented.
● Development of
more
agricultural export zones
● Financial and Insurance
assistance
on
export
commodities

2. How would you bring
together all stakeholders on
a common platform so as to
link agricultural production to
market prices?
● Agricultural production and
prices are two of the most
important factors that dictate
whether an individual farmer
will profit or not. This is why
it's crucial for them to know
the latest price and how it
impacts their business.
● One way of helping these
stakeholders stay informed is
by bringing them together on
a single platform to discuss
and share information about
agricultural production and
produce prices. This creates
a collaborative environment
where all stakeholders can
interact with each other's
information, ideas, and
solutions to problems. With
this, they can work together
towards finding solutions
that benefit everyone in the
long-term such as investing
in research and development,
sharing best practices or
recycling waste into fertilizer.
● We are working on an online
platform named Chamber
for Advancement of Small &
businesses (CASMB) which
will definitely bring all the
stake holders on a common
platform and soon be able to
provide end-to-end solutions.
3. What role can public
private partnerships play in
this sector? How effectively
are they being utilized? What
expectations do you have from
November 2021
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the government in this regard?
● The
public
private
partnerships in the food
industry can be beneficial
for
everyone
involved.
It's a win-win situation
because it provides the
necessary
funding
to
develop new technologies
for food production and
consumption, while also
securing a market for these
innovations to sell in.
● Public-private partnerships
are playing a vital role in the
packaged food sector. These
partnerships are providing
access to resources, expertise,
and capital for organizations
that would not otherwise
have them. Public-private
partnerships can help promote
sustainable
development
while also contributing to
the economic growth of
developing countries.
● The Indian government
and the industry have a
responsibility to create a
future that will be sustainable
and healthy for everyone.
It is essential for both the
government and the private
sector to work together to
tackle this issue. The Indian
government must invest in
research and development
of new food processing
technologies, such as cold
chains, supply chains, process
technology,
packaging
technology, product design
and innovation.
4.
10

Is enough stress laid
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on
quality,
safety
and
environmental issues, as well
as R&D, in this industry?
YES
The packaged food industry
needs to focus on quality, safety,
and environmental issues in
order to stay competitive. Quality
upgrades are necessary in order
to meet the changing trends of
consumers.
Food industry has seen a lot
of innovations, which are not
only catering the need for
convenience but also focusing on
healthy diets. This is due to the
fact that people are becoming
more conscious about their
health especially during COVID
and want healthier daily options
when it comes to food.
5. What
innovative/
technological
approaches
could this industry adopt so
as to enhance its long-term
productivity?
Food industry needs to innovate
for its long-term productivity.
There are many innovative
technologies that can help the
food industry to enhance its
long-term productivity. Some of
them are AI chips, AI drones,
robots, 3D printing technology,
etc. The food industry may face
many challenges in the future.
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is
one of the solutions for this
problem. With AI chips, they can
have more accurate data on how
their product is being consumed
by the customers and have better
control over what they produce
so it will be more profitable in

the long run.
6. Is there any issue not
covered above that you would
like to touch upon?
-Food insecurity, food waste &
food allergy.
Food insecurity is a problem
that many people in the world
face and it is most prevalent in
developing countries. There are
various reasons why people go
hungry and the most common
one is lack of money. It can be
combated by making sure that
everyone has access to healthy
and affordable food.
The issue of food waste is also
another problem that needs
to be addressed. Food is such
an important resource for the
world and when we throw away
so much of it just doesn't make
sense. We need to find ways to
preserve this resource instead of
discarding it after every meal.
Lastly, we need to take into
account food allergies in order
for our future society not to be
put in danger. More and more
people are becoming allergic
than ever before.
Even though the food industry has
been in business for thousands of
years, there are still many challenges
that need to be addressed. The
major ones include:
● The safety and authenticity
of the food we eat
● The power and influence of
large corporations
● The
environment
and
sustainability
● The impact on our health.
MEDC Economic Digest
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Food Processing in Maharashtra – an
overview
- Mr. Sudesh P. Desai
Director
Aarana Solution Pvt Ltd.

Abstract

three basic necessities for survival, has forced the
majority of humanity, for the majority of history, to
toil ceaselessly to bring edible food upon the table.
However, the industrialization and modernization
of the food processing has liberated many from
the tedium, especially women. The evolution of
the modernized food processing industry has been
in sync with the emancipation of women from
Europe to the Americas and is now finally gaining
momentum in Asia-pacific and Africa.

In this Article, we shall examine the current realities
which exist within the State of Maharashtra as
well as India as a whole, with respect to the food
processing sector. We shall also glance through
the various measures taken by the governments to
provide an impetus to this burgeoning sector. This
shall be done with the aid of data which has been
published by various State institutions as well as
that which has been disseminated by various media
outlets.
India has come a long way from being a foodThe transformation of agricultural produce into import dependent nation in the early decades of
edible foods is widely known as food processing. our independence to the second largest producer
Food processing includes all processes under of food grains and fresh fruits and vegetables,
which any raw product of agriculture, dairy, animal as well as the largest producer of milk and milk
husbandry, meat, poultry or fishing is transformed products in the entire world, thanks to the green
through a process (involving employment, power, and the white revolution. This has simultaneously
machines or money) in such a way that its original resulted in a big boom in the homegrown foodphysical properties undergo a change and the processing industry in India. Food-processing
transformed product has commercial value and is industry contributes a major chunk to the Indian
suitable for human and animal consumption. It also economy due to the humongous variety of not only
includes processes of value additives, drying with mainstream, but also regional agricultural products
a view to preserve food substances in an effective which the country harvests and further processes
manner, enhance their shelf life, quality and make for human consumption.
them functional.

Due to the vast resources available, India’s food
processing sector is one of the largest in the world
and its output is expected to reach US$ 535 billion
by 2025-26. Moreover, there are high expectations
that the sector will generate an additional 9 million
jobs by the year 2024. Major sectors constituting
the food processing industry in India are grains,
sugar, edible oils, beverages, and dairy products.

It includes a wide variety of industries and processes
such as salting, pickling, canning, pasteurizing
to more complex processes of spray or freeze
drying or fortification. Some of these processes
have been a part of human society right from the
beginning of history while some have only been in
use since the past hundred or two hundred years.
Much of the modern world has been shaped by the Currently, the Indian Food processing industry
innovations within the food processing industry engages approximately 1.93 million people in
in the past two centuries. Food, being one of the around 39,748 registered units with fixed capital
MEDC Economic Digest
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of $32.75 billion and aggregate output of around
$158.69 billion.

The state has huge areas under fruit and vegetable
cultivation with large production of fruits such as
mangoes, bananas, grapes, oranges, and vegetables
While the Indian food industry as a whole is such as onion and tomatoes. Major strength of
expanding at a CAGR (Compound Annual Growth Maharashtra’s food processing industry lies in the
Rates) of 11%, the food processing sector itself following:
accounts for 32% of the total food industry. India’s
food sector attracted US$ 4.18 billion in foreign
direct investments between April 2014 and March Cereals such as rice and wheat.
2020.
Nutria-cereals which include Pearl
By 2030, Indian annual household consumption
is expected to triple, making India the fifth-largest
consumer in the world. Due to this expanding
spending power of its domestic consumers, the
Indian food-processing industry is expected to be
worth more than 500 billion dollars.
However, compared with other nations, India
still lags behind. Out of the total agricultural
production, only around 10% gets processed, while
the same figure for other countries is around 40 to
50%. There are attempts to solve this issue through
various credit availability schemes as well as the
One District One Product Cluster policy. The 10k
crore scheme announced by our Finance minister
for the support of the food-processing industry in
2020 also has raised expectations.
Coming to Maharashtra, we realize that the Food
Processing Industries (FPI) sector has a high share
of about 13% in Indian Food processing and overall
growth rate of 12%. FPI along with agriculture
contributed to 15% of GSDP. The sector has seen
cumulative investment to the tune of 162.7 million
USD through 173 FDI proposals which were
approved by the state between 1991 and 2012.
Maharashtra is also home to the wine industry with
close to 90% of the entirety of the wine processing
in the country happening within the state borders.
For this purpose, the state also has a separate grape
processing policy in place for the promotion of
the wine industry. The State has 8.12% of all the
registered food processing factories within India,
with the number being as high as around 3040 food
processing units with many more informal and
small-scale unregistered units.
12
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millet (Bajra), Sorghum and other small
millets.

oilseeds such as Groundnut, sunflower
and Soybean.
fruits and vegetables which include but
are not exclusive to Mangoes, Bananas,
Grapes, Oranges, Onion, and Tomatoes.
Pulses such as Pigeon pea, Chickpea,
Green gram (Moong), Black gram
(Moth).
Commercial crops which
primarily sugar and cotton.

include

Livestock and fisheries which mainly
cover sectors of Milk production,
fisheries, meat and eggs.
Major players in the State food-processing sector are
Nestle, McCain, Hindustan Unilever Ltd, Pepsico,
Haldiram’s, MTR, Britannia, Aarey, Godrej, Sula
vineyards, ITC, Parle Agro ltd and many more.
Through the Ministry of Food Processing
Industries (MoFPI), the Government of India
is also taking many steps to boost investments in
the food processing industry in India. The central
government has sanctioned 41 food parks funded
under the Mega Food Parks Scheme of which 38
have final approval. In 2014, there were only 2 Mega
Food Parks in the country. As of 1st August, 2021
there are 22 Mega Food Parks functioning in the
country. Now the target is to take their number to
more than 40.
MEDC Economic Digest
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Of these, Maharashtra has two functioning Mega
Food Parks situated in Aurangabad and Satara
along with one more upcoming Mega Food Park
in Wardha.

essential characteristics of enterprises in a cluster
(a) similarity or complementarity in the methods
of production, quality control and testing, energy
consumption, pollution control, etc. (b) similar
level of technology and marketing strategies/
In addition to this, according to the Maharashtra practices (c) channels for communication among
Industrial Policy, the Agro & food processing sector the members of the cluster (d) common challenges
has a huge potential for employment generation and opportunities.
across the entire State, especially in MSMEs.
The secondary and tertiary processing units have Under the One District One Product (ODOP)
immense growth potential and value addition. policy, it is an aim of both the State as well as
Therefore, the State Government has the ambition Central Governments to reap the benefit of scale in
to set up mini food parks (MFPs) in all districts of terms of procurement of inputs, availing common
the state. MFPs shall be set up on a minimum 10 services and marketing of products. ODOP for
acres of land. For developing mini food parks, land the scheme will provide the framework for value
pooling from adjoining farmers will be admissible. chain development and alignment of support
These parks are also projected to have dedicated infrastructure. There may be more than one cluster
infrastructure required for specific commodity- of ODOP products in one district. There may be
based units. It has been identified by the State a cluster of ODOP products consisting of more
government as a thrust sector and special incentives than one adjacent district in a State. The list of
shall be provided for the same.
Food-processing ODOP clusters within the State
of Maharashtra are as follows: Recently, The Chief minister of Maharashtra, Mr.
Uddhav Thackeray also announced the setting up
S.
Revised ODOP
of a massive food-processing industry on 500 acres No. District
of land along with a skill-development complex in
1. Ahmednagar
Milk based products
Aurangabad. It is set up in the city of Bidkin, which
2. Akola
Pulse based product (Pigeon pea,
is expected to be a major point along the Delhigram- Flour etc.)
Mumbai Industrial Corridor. 100 acres will also
3. Amravati
Mandarin Orange
be reserved specifically for women entrepreneurs
within the project. Such developments, not only
4. Aurangabad
Maize based products (Sweet Corn/
Pop corn/ Cattle feed/ Silage)
strengthen the industrialists and farmers through
development, but also the new industries open
5. Beed
Custard Apple
up more job opportunities. Moreover, a skill6. Bhandara
Rice based products (Poha,
development complex is to be set up in Shendra
Murmure etc.)
MIDC for local youth.
Moving on, in comparison to other states,
Maharashtra is among the chief beneficiaries of
the Kisan SAMPADA (scheme for agro-marine
processing and development of agro-processing
clusters) introduced by Centre. According to the
Food Processing Policy of the Maharashtra State
for 2017, a cluster is defined as “cluster is a group
of enterprises proposed as well as located within an
identifiable and as far as practicable, contiguous area
and producing same/similar products/services. The
MEDC Economic Digest

7.

Buldhana

Guava

8.

Chandrapur

Rice based products
Murmure etc.)

9.

Dhule

Banana

10.

Gadchiroli

Minor Forest Produce (Mahua/
Honey/ Hirda/ Behda etc.)

11.

Gondia

Rice Based Products ( Poha,
Murmura etc. )

12.

Hingoli

Spice based products (Turmeric
etc.)

(Poha,
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13.

Jalgaon

30. Satara

Banana

14. Jalna

Sweet Orange

15. Kolhapur

Sugarcane Products (Jaggery
etc.)

Sugarcane Products (Jaggery
etc.)

31. Sindhudurg Mango
32. Solapur

Millet based products (Jowar,
Wheat)

16. Latur

Tomato

17. Mumbai

Marine
Products
Shrimp etc.)

(Fish,

33. Thane

Millet based products (Hill
Milllet/ ragi etc.)

18. M u m b a i - Marine
Products
Suburban
Shrimp etc.)

(Fish,

34. Wardha

Spices (Turmeric etc.)

35. Washim

Oil seed-based products
(Soyabean,
Flax
Seed,
Sesamum etc.)

36. Yavatmal

Spices (Turmeric etc.)

19. Nagpur

Mandarin Orange

20. Nanded

Spice
based
products
(Turmeric, Chilly- Powder etc.)

21. Nandurbar

Millet based products (Hill
Millet, Finger Millet etc.Flour/ Papad/ Satva)

22. Nashik

Onion

23. Osmanabad Pulse based Products (Gram,
Moong, Tur- Dal, Flour etc.)
24. Palghar

Sapota

25. Parbhani

Sugarcane
Jaggery)

26. Pune

Tomato

27. Raigad

Marine
Products
Shrimp etc.)

28. Ratnagiri

Mango

29. Sangli

Grapes

Products

(

(Fish,

Due to all these measures and schemes, the State
as well as the Union Government is very ambitious
with respect to the development and growth
of the food-processing industry within India.
The government of Maharashtra has provided a
conducive environment for new startups in the sector
of food-processing as well as existing businesses to
expand their foothold and do business with not only
the entire nation, but also the world. This further
results in the creation of a very rewarding sector in
which investors can safely invest their capital to get
assured returns. A strengthened crop value chain
with the help of capital injection and appropriate
application of new technologies will further provide
an immense boost to this sector which has massive
potential within the State as well as the nation due
to the small percentage of national produce being
used for food-processing.

Twitter Feed
The fiscal deficit of the Central government for the April-Sept period was Rs. 5.26 trillion, i.e. 35% of
the budget estimates, against 115% in the same period last year. This is even lower than the pre-Covid
level (FY20) of Rs. 6.5 trillion.
With the festive season and economic turnaround, the pace of credit to retail, farming and industry
increased in September 2021. Credit to micro and small industries rose with growth accelerating to
9.7% in Sept 2021 from a contraction of 0.1% a year ago.
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Government Schemes - Food Processing
- Ms. Kreena Dinesh Modi Priti
Management Trainee
Maharashtra Economic Development Council (MEDC)

The agriculture sector in India has
immense potential. According to
the Economic Survey 2021, the
sector served as a bright-side
in the COVID-19 pandemic
scenario , by registering a growth
of 3.4 percent in both Q1 and
Q2. It is the only sector that has
overall contributed positively to
the Gross Value Added (GVA) in
both Q1 and Q2 2020-21quarters
and it is also expected to grow by
11 percent in FY22.
The various government schemes
will boost the sector further. The
key ones are:

1. Central Government
Schemes:
National Horticulture Board –
Setting up of cold storages
(of capacity above 5000 MT
and up 10000 MT) and their
modernization are eligible for
assistance under the NHB
Scheme of Capital Investment
subsidy
for
construction/
expansion/ modernization of
cold storage for Horticulture
Products (a sub- scheme under
the Mission for Integrated
Development of Horticulture,
(MIDH). It is an open ended
MEDC Economic Digest

credit linked scheme with scale
of assistance at 40% of capital
cost of project limited to Rs.30
lakhs per project in general area
and 50% limited to Rs 37.50
lakhs per project in case of NE
and Hilly regions.

assistance as subsidy to projects
is at 25% of capital cost and
maximum ceiling to Rs. 2.25
crores in general area and 33.33%
and maximum ceiling up to Rs. 4
crores in case of NE, Hilly and
Scheduled area.

National
Mission –

Agriculture and Processed
Food
Products
Export
Development
Authority
(APEDA) assistance for cold
chain.

Horticulture

Cold storages (long term storage
and distribution hubs) up to
5000 MT capacity are eligible
for aid under the open-ended
scheme of NHM / HMNEH
(a sub- scheme of Mission for
Integrated Development of
Horticulture, MIDH).
The aid is extended as grants to
credit linked projects at 35% of
Capital cost of the project in the
general area and 50% in case of
Hilly and Scheduled area.
Small Farmer Agri-Business
Consortium
(SFAC)
Assistance to Cold Storage –
Setting up of cold storage as
a part of an integrated value
chain project are eligible for
grants that provide
the cold
storage component which is not
more than 75% of TFO (Total
Financial Outlay). The scale of

Setting up of cold chains are
assisted by APEDA as a part of
strategy to develop the industries
relating to the scheduled products
for export. The products are :
Fruits, Vegetables and their
Products, Meat and Meat
Products, Poultry and Poultry
Products,
Dairy
Products,
Confectionery, Biscuits and
Bakery Products, Honey, Jaggery
and Sugar Products, Cocoa and its
products, chocolates of all kinds,
Alcoholic and Non-Alcoholic
Beverages, Cereal and Cereal
Products, Groundnuts, Peanuts
and Walnuts, Pickles, Papads
and Chutneys, Guar Gum,
Floriculture and Floriculture
Products, Herbal and Medicinal
Plants.
November 2021
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The Scale of Assistance as 40%
subsidy subject to a limit of Rs.
75 lakhs for cold chain projects
with
mechanised
handling
system.
Venture Capital by Small
Farmer
AgriBusiness
Consortium (SFAC)SFAC extend s venture capital
assistance in the form of equity
to agribusiness projects. The
quantum of SFAC support
is 26% of promoters equity
or amount of Rs. 50 lakhs
whichever is lower in general
area and 40% of the promoter
equity or amount of Rs. 50 lakhs
whichever is lower in Hilly and
NE regions. Also, this venture
capital is repayable to SFAC after
the repayment of the term loan.
Soil Health Card SchemeThe scheme is promoted by
the Department of Agriculture
and Cooperation under the
Ministry of Agriculture. It will
be implemented through the
Department of Agriculture of
all the State and Union Territory
Governments. A Soil Health
Card (SHC) is meant to give each
farmer soil nutrient status of his
holding and advise him on the
dosage of fertilizers and also the
needed soil amendments, that
he should apply to maintain soil
health in the long run. It contains
the status of his soil with respect
to 12 parameters namely-N,P,K
(Macro nutrients); S(Secondarynutrient) ;Zn, Fe, Cu, Mn, Bo
(Micro-nutrients); and pH, EC,
16
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OC ( Physical parameters).
Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima
Yojana (PMFBY) –
The Scheme aims to provide
insurance coverage and financial
support to the farmers in the
event of failure of any of the
notified crops as a result of natural
calamities, pests and diseases,
stabilise the income of farmers
to ensure their continuance in
farming, encourage farmers to
adopt innovative and modern
agricultural practices and ensure
flow of credit to the agricultural
sector. It covers food crops
(cereals, millets, pulses), oilseeds,
annual commercial and annual
horticultural crops. In addition,
pilots for coverage can be taken
for those perennial horticulture
/ commercial crops for which
standard methodology for yield
estimation is available.
PM Kisan Sanman Nidhi
Yojana (PM KSNY)The Scheme targets to provide
small and marginal farmers
with minimum income support.
Under this PM Kisan Sanman
Nidhi Yojana, income support of
Rs 6000 per annum is provided
to all eligible farmer families
i.e., husband, wife and minor
children) across the country
in three equal installments of
Rs 2000 every four months.
Landholding farmer’s families
with cultivable land holding
in their names, farmers from
both the urban and rural areas
and small and marginal farmers

families can apply under these
schemes.
For
registration,
farmers have to approach the
local revenue officer (patwari)
or a nodal officer (nominated
by the state government) . The
Common Service Center (CSCs)
have also been authorized to do
the registration of the farmers for
the Scheme upon the payment
of fees.
PM Krishi Sinchayee Yojana
(PMKSY)The Scheme targets to achieve
convergence of investments
in the irrigation sector at field
level by providing end-to-end
solutions in irrigation supply
chain, viz., water resources,
distribution network, farm level
applications and improving water
use efficiency. PMKSY not only
focuses on creating sources
for assured irrigation, but also
creating protective irrigation by
harnessing rain water at micro
level through the “Jal Sanchay”
and “Jal Sinchan” schemes. Micro
irrigation ( MI) is an integral
component of PMKSY to
maximize water use efficiency at
field level and ensure‘Per DropMore Crop’ (PMKSYPDMC).
However, the fund is to be
accessed only by the State
Government and not by
individual farmers.
Minimum Support Price –
The Government announces
Minimum
Support
Price
(MSP) for 25 major agricultural
MEDC Economic Digest
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commodities each year in both
the Crop seasons after taking into
account the recommendations of
the Commission for Agricultural
Costs and Prices (CACP).
Assurance of a remunerative
and stable price environment
for farmers plays a very pivotal
role in increasing agricultural
production and productivity.
CACP recommends MSP for 22
crops and Fair and Remunerative
Price (FRP) for sugarcane. The
crops covered under MSP are
Paddy, Jowar, Bajra, Maize, Ragi,
Arhar, Moong, Urad, Groundnutin-shell, Soyabean, Sunflower,
Seasamum, Nigerseed, Cotton,
Wheat, Barley, Gram, Masur
(lentil), Rapeseed/ Mustard seed,
Safflower, Jute and Copra. In
addition, MSP for Toria and DeHusked coconut is fixed by the
Department on the basis of MSP’s
of Rapeseed/ Mustardseed and
Copra respectively.

2. State
Schemes:

Government

1. Dr Babasaheb Ambedkar
Krushi Swavalamban Yojna
The Scheme aims to provide a
sustainable irrigation facility to
Schedule Caste/ Nav Baudha
Farmers. It provides 100%
Subsidy limited to –
1.New well – Rs. 250000/-, 2.
Old well repairing Rs. 50000/-,
3. Plastification of farm pondRs. 100000/-, 4. Inwell bo ring
– Rs. 20000/, 5. Pumpset – Rs.
25000/, 6. Electric connection
charges – Rs. 10000/-, 7. Micro
MEDC Economic Digest

irrigation 90% subsidy limit to
– Drip Rs. 50000/- or Sprinkler
– Rs. 25000/- (Top up with
Pradhanmantri Krushi Sinchan
Yojna).
2 Tribal Sub Plan (TSP) Birsa
Munda Krushi Kranti Yojna
This Scheme aims to provide
a sustainable irrigation facility
to Scheduled Tribe Farmers. It
provides 100% Subsidy limited to1. New well – Rs. 250000/, 2. Old
well repairing – Rs. 50000/-, 3.
Plastification of farm pond- Rs.
100000/-, 4. Inwell bo
ring –
Rs. 20000/, 5. Kitchen Garden –
Rs. 500/-, 6. Electric connection
charges – Rs. 10000/-, 7. Micro
irrigation 90% subsidy limit to
– Drip Rs. 50000/- or Sprinkler
– Rs. 25000/- (Top up with
Pradhanmantri Krushi Sinchan
Yojna). Also, this scheme is
valid in Thane, Raigad, Palghar,
Nashik, Dhule, Nandurbar,
Jalgaon, Ahmednagar, Pune,
Amravati, Ya vatmal, Nanded,
Nagpur, Gondi
a, Gadchiroli
and Chandrapur districts of
Maharashtra State and Municipal
Corporation, Nagar Panchayat
and Nagarpalika area.

3. Other Than Tribal
Sub Plan (OTSP) Birsa
Munda Krushi Kranti
Yojana The objective and financial
assistance is the same as the
TSP Scheme. However, the
geographical area where the
scheme is valid is different.

It is valid in Entire State of
Maharashtra except Kolhapur,
Sangli,
Satara,
Ratnagiri,
Sindhudurg, Mumbai city and
Mumbai suburban area and
Municipal Corporation, Nagar
Panchayat and Nagarpalika area.
Mega Food Park Scheme - It
aims at providing a mechanism
to link agricultural production to
the market by bringing together
farmers, processors and retailers
so as to ensure maximizing value
addition, minimizing wastage,
increasing
farmers
income
and
creating
employment
opportunities particularly in the
rural sector.
One District One Product The Scheme adopts the ODOP
approach to get the benefit of
scale in terms of procurement of
inputs, availing common services
and marketing of products.
ODOP Scheme will provide
the framework for value chain
development and alignment of
support infrastructure.
For more information of all the
above mentioned schemes are
available in the website of the
Ministry of Food Processing
of the Government of India :https://mofpi.nic.in/
With various different schemes
in place designed with the aim of
helping the Food Processing
Industry to perform better, the
future for this industry definitely
looks bright.
November 2021
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Financial support from NABARD
Source: NABARD Archives

Refinance
NABARD provides refinance by
way of short term and long term
credit to Commercial Banks,
Cooperative Banks, Regional
Rural Banks (RRBs) and nonbanking finance companies
(NBFCs) to meet the credit
and financial needs of the
food processing industry. The
short term credit (production
credit) assists the rural financial
institutions
to
meet
the
production and working capital
needs of farmers, while the long
term credit (investment credit)
supports their asset creation and
capital formation. Refinance is
available for various agricultural
and allied activities and offfarm activities including food
and agro processing. NABARD
also identifies thrust areas from
time to time to boost the credit
flow to a particular sector,
wherein up to 100% refinance
would be available to the eligible
institutions.

Direct Finance
Besides refinance, NABARD
also provides direct finance to the
eligible entities under its different
loan products for establishment
of infrastructure related to the
food processing industry.

Food Processing Fund
One of the major constraints
18
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faced by the food industry is the
high cost of credit. To address
the issue, GoI created a special
fund (Food Processing Fund) in
NABARD with a corpus of ` 2000
crore for providing affordable
credit to Designated Food Parks
(DFPs) and the units set up in
these designated food parks. This
Fund is operationalized in close
coordination with the Ministry
of Food Processing Industries
(MoFPI), GoI. The financial
assistance in the form of capital
grants available under various
schemes of MoFPI is dovetailed
with FPF, wherever applicable.
Financial assistance from FPF is
available to State Governments,
entities promoted by State
Governments, Joint Ventures,
Cooperatives, Federation of
Cooperatives, SPVs, Farmers’
Producers
Organizations,
Corporates,
Companies,
Entrepreneurs, etc.
NABARD has sanctioned a total
of 11 mega food park projects
from the Fund wherein an area
of 840 acres would be developed
by the Implementing Agencies
which act as Central Processing
Centres (CPCs). These CPCs
would be supported by 40 PPCs
and several collection centres to
be established at suitable places
in the catchment zone of the
respective mega food parks.
These projects on completion
would result in providing

diversified and much needed core
processing infrastructure viz.,
1.6 lakh MT of dry warehouse,
83500 MT of silos, 49300 MT of
old storage, 11800 MT of freezer
capacity, 11 MT per hour of
Individual Quick Freezing facility,
123 MT per hour of sorting and
grading, 2040 MT of controlled
ripening chambers and 36.50 MT
per hour of pulping and aseptic
packing of fruit, 12 Effluent
Treatment Plants, 12 Food
Testing Laboratories, etc.

Rural
Infrastructure
Development
Fund
(RIDF)
NABARD provides loans to
State Governments for creation
of rural infrastructure from
RIDF set up from out of a
shortfall in priority sector lending
by scheduled commercial banks.
Thirty-six infrastructural activities
are eligible for funding under
RIDF. The eligible activities
are classified under three broad
categories i.e. (i) Agriculture and
related sectors, which are eligible
for loans up to 95% of eligible
project cost (ii) Social sector,
where loan eligibility can be up
to 90% of eligible project cost in
North eastern and hilly States and
85% of project cost in all other
States and (iii) Rural connectivity
projects, where loans are
extended up to 90% of eligible
project cost in North eastern and
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hilly States and 80% in all other
States. Major activities related to
food preservation / processing /
storage financed from the Fund
are establishment of market
yards,
godowns,
marketing
infrastructure, cold storages,
grading, sorting / certifying
mechanisms, testing/ certifying
laboratories, animal husbandry,
including dairy, modern abattoirs,
etc. The institutions eligible
for RIDF finance are State
Governments/Union Territories,
State Owned Corporations
/ State Govt. Undertakings,
State Government Sponsored
Organisations and Panchayat Raj
Institutions/SHGs/ NGOs.

Producers Organization
Development
Fund
(PODF)
NABARD created a dedicated
fund “Producers Organization
Development Fund” (PODF)
out of its own profits during
2011, to support Producers’

Organizations at 3 levels, i.e.
credit support, capacity building
and market linkage support.
The objective of the fund is to
meet end to end requirements
of Producers Organizations
(POs) as well as to ensure their
sustainability
&
economic
viability. Major activities of
the POs assisted by NABARD
include dairy activities, spices
processing units and bioprocessed
and
commercial
production of fish.

infrastructure,
agriculture
extension, agro processing, agro
services, custom hiring and farm
mechanization and other allied
activities are given preference.
The eligible Institutions are
State/Central Govt. companies,
corporations, and other Govt.
Institutions. The quantum of loan
will be a maximum 90% of the
eligible project cost considered
for funding. The margin from the
borrower shall be minimum 10%.

Infrastructure projects under
agriculture, transport, energy,
drinking water & sanitation
and social and commercial
infrastructure largely benefiting
the rural population are eligible
for funding from NIDA. Under
agriculture, irrigation agriculture
production
infrastructure,
agriculture storage and marketing

support (less than 12 months)
available for
the marketing
of agricultural commodities,
input supply, value chain and
supply chain management by
the corporations, cooperatives,
registered
companies
etc.
NABARD has also supported
a number of state warehousing
corporations under this facility.

Credit
Facility
to
NABARD Infrastructure Federations (CFF)
Development Assistance Credit facility to federations
(NIDA)
provides short term credit

Twitter Feed
The finance ministry has initiated reforms in public procurement and project
management to execute projects and provide payments to MSMEs on time. The
finance secretary has released revised guidelines, outlining innovative rules to this end.
Finance and health ministers from the world’s 20 biggest economies (G20) said that
they would take steps to ensure that 70% of the world’s population is vaccinated against
Covid-19 by mid-2022. They have also created a task force to fight future pandemics.
The finance ministry is examining a proposal to liberalize loan classification norms to ease infrastructure
financing for lenders and developers. The idea is to remove the stigma of loan restructuring in the
case of viable infrastructure projects.
MEDC Economic Digest
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Credit to Food Processing Industries
Source: Farm Sector Policy Department,
NABARD Head Office.

1. RBI Guidelines for Loans to Food
Industries
RBI has included the loans for post-harvest
management and food and agro processing
industries under the priority sector lending with
the details as under:
1.1 Agriculture Farm Credit: Loans for preharvest and post-harvest activities, viz.
spraying, weeding, harvesting, sorting,
grading and transporting of their own
farm produce.
		 Agriculture Infrastructure: Loans
for construction of storage facilities
(warehouse, market yards, godowns
and silos), including cold storage units
/ cold storage chains designed to
store agricultural produce/products,
irrespective of their location.
		 Ancillary Activities: Loans to food
and agro processing up to an aggregate
sanctioned limit of ` 100 crore per
borrower from the banking system.
1.2 Micro, Small & Medium Enterprises
(MSMEs)

2. Credit Outstanding
RBI disseminates the data relating to sectoral
deployment of credit on a monthly basis with
the data collected from select 46 scheduled
commercial banks and accounts for about
95% of the total non-food credit deployed by
all scheduled commercial banks. The status of
credit to food manufacturing and processing
industries for the last five years is as under:
During the past five years from 2011 to 2016,
the credit limit to the food processing Sector
has grown at an average annual growth rate of
14.59%. With this growth rate, the projected
credit limit for the year 2025 would be around `
11.34 lakh crore.
Besides the credit offered by the banks in India,
the food processing industry also benefits from
the equity infusion through the Private Equity
/ Venture Capital investments. The total
investments in the sector through PE / VC
is steadily growing from USD 9500 million in
2012 to USD 17000 million in 2015 (MoFPI,
CII & KPMG, 2017).

		 Loans for food and agro processing
are classified under Micro and Small
Enterprises, provided the units satisfy
investment
criteria prescribed for
Micro and Small Enterprises, as provided
in MSMED Act, 2006.
1.3 Export Credit: Export credit, which
includes pre-shipment and post-shipment
credit, up to a specified limit as prescribed
under the extant RBI guidelines on Priority
Sector Lending (Targets & Classification)
is covered under the Priority Sector
Lending.
20
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Macro Musings

The Food Processing Industry and Inclusive
Economic Growth – Some Perspectives
Introduction
The perception of both economists and
policymakers regarding the role of industry and
agriculture in socioeconomic development has
changed a lot over time. Both are now regarded as
active and equal partners in the pursuit of economic
growth. Both look to infrastructure development
as an indispensable tool to enable the maximization
of all that they can offer the growth process. The
food processing industry (FPI) connects them
both via its strong linkages in the development
of many interrelated and overlapping variables.
The importance of this industry lies in that it
generates local employment using local resources,
mobilizes investible resources from the rural sector,
promotes agricultural production, adds value to
farm products, improves quality, achieves efficient
marketing, and promotes the industrialization of
an agricultural economy.

FPI and Inclusive Economic Growth
Agriculture currently contributes around 20% to
GDP, and industry around 26%. Even though the
services sector makes up over 50% of GDP and
remains the fastest growing sector, the industrial
and agricultural sector combined continue to
employ a majority of the Indian workforce (around
70%). Thus, the growth potential of India’s FPI
is quite significant in terms of its employment
generation ability. However, about a third of India’s
agricultural production is wasted due to inefficient
supply chains, and this is an area needing some
serious policy assistance. Some steps have been
taken, but much more needs to be done.
Almost every agricultural category needs to know
how to adequately market their produce so as to
realize the best possible prices – or, at least, avoid
making losses. However, the farmer-to-consumer
relationship has not yet been harnessed in ways
22
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that could benefit the former. This needs to
change, and the FPI could be a practical vehicle
for that to happen in India. With over 20% of our
farmers living below the poverty line, India’s future
growth potential depends upon extending suitable
opportunities to them.
Farmers and other engaged in the growth of
the agricultural economy can be viewed as rural
entrepreneurs. Since indigenous enterprises can
grow only if the local economy has a degree of
predictability, policymakers need to focus on
interventions that create an enabling ecosystem
for rural entrepreneurs to unleash their innate
talent and achieve profitability. In this context,
the banking system also needs to provide enabling
financial mechanisms and credit offerings that
respond to the requirements of the smaller players.
There are gaps – pertaining to credit, supply chains
and marketing – that need to be suitably filled for
FPIs to take off in India. Niti Aayog has estimated
that to double farmers’ income between 2015-16
and 2022-23 will require an annual growth rate of
10.4% in their real income. The development of
the FPI could make that a reality.

Conclusion
Without adequate policy support, the FPI risks
losing its competitiveness. A growing industrial
sector is key to inclusive economic growth, and
especially in an emerging economy like ours.
The optimum development of this industry
will contribute significantly in tackling several
developmental concerns such as prevention of
food wastage, improved nutrition etc. by serving as
a bridge between agriculture and industry. India’s
food processing sector has come a long way, but
it still has a long way to go. In this regard, the
right policy interventions can make a world of a
difference. Developing FPIs is certainly an idea
whose time has come.
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Production Potentiality and
Marketing of Cooperative Dairy
Products: A Case Study at Gokul
Sahakari Dudh Sangh, Maharashtra
- Dr. Sangita Borah
Faculty Associate
Assam Rajiv Gandhi University of Cooperative Management
Abstract: India is the world leader in milk
production, producing around 156 million MT of
milk and growing at a CAGR of 4 per cent. Dairy
Cooperatives are playing an important role for rapid
development of the economic standards of the rural
people of India. The societies of dairy cooperatives
have been built with a positive intention to support
the members in different areas of economy,
management and technology. The study reflected
that Milk business was found popular in Maharashtra
among all the states. In Maharashtra, the highest
numbers of cooperatives were found contributing
to the dairy processing units among all the states
of India. Kolhapur Zilla Sahakari Dudh Utpadak
Sangh Ltd is a dairy cooperative organization that
is known for its most prominent brand “Gokul”.
Annual milk procurement by Gokul dairy reflected
that contribution of milk by buffalo was observed
to be decreasing from 2009-10 to 2013-14 due
to incorporation of high yielding milch cows in
the village level milk production units with the
facility of Artificial Insemination (AI). It brings a
tremendous increase of milk production by cows
in the command areas. As fat content of buffalo
milk is more than cow milk, so preference of cow
milk was found to be more than buffalo, leading
to increased annual milk procurement of cow milk
than buffalo. In case of selling of milk, loose sale of
milk was observed to be decreasing day by day and
it contributed only 0.90 per cent in the year 201314 while the sale in poly bags contributed 99.10
per cent to the total sale in the same year. Average
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consumer pouch sold by the Gokul dairy increased
from 693 litres/day to 855 litres/day during the
period from 2010-11 to 2013-14. This might be due
to the fact that with increased awareness among the
people, preference of hygienic milk is increasing
day by day causing an increased demand of poly
bag milk rather than loose sale. Gokul is popular
for its value added products of Ghee, Shrikhand,
Desi Butter and Table Butter in their market areas,
as the selling of these items are found more than
their production level in various periods of time.
Due to proper maintenance of quality, demand for
the products is found increasing day by day.
Key words: Growth, Milk Production, Procurement
of milk, Different Products, Marketing of milk &
milk products

I. Introduction
The dairy sector in India has shown remarkable
development in the past decade and India has
now become one of the largest producers of
milk and value-added milk products in the world.
India continued to be the largest milk producing
nation with an anticipated milk production of
155.49 million tonnes during 2015-16. The dairy
cooperatives collectively procured 15.58 million
tonnes of milk registering a growth of around
12 per cent compared to last year. Liquid milk
marketing by the cooperatives stood at 12.08
million tonnes with an increase of around 2.73 per
cent over the previous year. The average price of
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skimmed milk powder declined from Rs 206 per
kg in April 2015 to Rs 182 per kg in March 2016 in
the domestic market. The decline in both domestic
and international prices led to significant increase
in milk procurement by the cooperatives and
accumulation of stocks of conserved commodities.
The Indian dairy Cooperatives are organized on a
three-tier structure. The primary milk producers’
cooperative societies work at the village level
followed by District Milk Cooperative Union works
at the district level.
Dairy cooperatives account for the major share
of processed liquid milk marketed in India.
According to the National Dairy Development
Board (NDDB), there were around 160,000 village
dairy cooperative societies in the country in 201314 through which 12.5 million MT of milk was
procured. The societies of dairy cooperatives have
been built with a positive intention to support
the members in different areas of economic,
management and technology (Pandhi, 2014).
The Kaira District Cooperative Milk Producers
Union at Anand (AMUL) was the first producer
oriented union formed in 1946 and constituted
an important landmark in the development of the
dairy cooperative movement.
Maharashtra is one of the milk surplus states in
India. Total production of milk in Maharashtra is
around 10,153 (‘000 tonnes) for the year 2015-16.
In Maharashtra there are 14,921 cooperative dairy
societies and 85 dairy unions working in the state
(Economic survey of Maharashtra, 2016-17).
The milk surplus states in India are Uttar Pradesh,
Punjab, Haryana, Rajasthan, Gujarat, Maharashtra,
Andhra Pradesh and Karnataka. Among all the
states Maharashtra was selected for the study as the
state was found contributing the highest number
of cooperatives performing milk business in the
processing sector (Table 4). Kolhapur is a district
of Maharashtra called as a cooperative hub as most
of the cooperatives were found successful by doing
various businesses in that area. Kolhapur Zilla
Sahakari Dudh Utpadak Sangh Ltd., a cooperative
organization that is known for its most prominent
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brand ‘Gokul’. The brand Gokul made its foray on
16th March 1963 through a small start beginning
with a milk collection of 500 litres of 22 societies.
Presently Gokul is associated with almost 3, 85,000
milk producers in and around Kolhapur . Milk is
collected from 4977 dairy cooperative societies
with 307 milk collection routes. Taking this into
account the present paper is an attempt to put the
limelight on the production potential and marketing
of Gokul dairy of Maharashtra.
1.1 Objectives of the Study
The objectives of the present study are to obtain
a true insight into the production potentiality and
marketing of cooperative dairy products by Gokul
Sahakari Dudh Sangh Maharashtra. It includes:
•

To study the growth of milk production and
contribution of cooperative sectors to the milk
business.

•

To study the process of milk business and
marketing of dairy products by Gokul dairy

•

To analyze the problems encountered by dairy
cooperatives and the policy for improvement.

II. Materials and Methods
2.1 Data collection:
The aim of the present study is to analyze
the Production Potentiality and Marketing of
Cooperative Dairy Products at Maharashtra. The
study was conducted in the Gokul Sahakari Dudh
Sangh, Maharashtra. The primary data for the study
was collected with the help of interview methods
adopted for concerned people including farmers,
managers, and members related to the organization.
Secondary data collected from different published
and unpublished sources of the organization.
2.1.1 Analysis of Data:
The data collected were rearranged, processed and
analyzed according to the objectives of the study.
The following tools were used for data processing
in addition to conventional tabular and percentage
analysis
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2.1.2 Estimation of Growth rates by exponential
trend equation
Compound growth rates of production and per
capita availability of milk was computed for the
entire production periods by fitting the exponential
function.
The exponential functional form is
yt = abt
Or logyt = log a + t log b
The CGR was worked out as,
r = (antilog ‘b’ -1) × 100
where, yt= Production of milk/ per capita
consumption
a = Intercept
b = Regression coefficient
t = Time period in year

III. Results and Discussion
Growth Of Milk Production And Contribution Of
Cooperative Sectors To Milk Business In India:
3.1 Milk Production and Per Capita availability
of milk in India from 1991-92 to 2015-16
Over the last few years, India has emerged as one of
the largest producers of milk in the world. The rise
in milk production in India comes coupled with two
important facts. First, India has the world’s largest
concentration of bovine population in the world.
Second, despite being the largest producer of milk
in the world, India is also the largest consumer of
milk. It was observed from Table1 that production
and per capita availability of milk from the year
1991-92 to 2015-16 was observed to be increasing.
India continued to be the largest milk producing
nation with an anticipated milk production of
155.49 million tonnes during 2015-16. The per
capita availability of milk was also found highest
(337 gms/day) in the year 2015-16. The compound
growth rate of milk production (3.56 percent) and
MEDC Economic Digest

per capita availability of milk (5.52 percent) was
found increasing and significant. This was due
to the fact that India has the world’s largest dairy
herd, consisting of water buffalo and indigenous
and crossbred cattle. Water buffalo and crossbred
cattle accounts for all of the growth in the dairy
herd and milk production in India (USDA report,
March 2017). With increase in milk production per
capita, availability of milk was found increasing
throughout the period.
Production
(Million Tonnes)

Per Capita Availability
(gms/day)

1991-92

55.6

178

1992-93

58.0

182

1993-94

60.6

187

1994-95

63.8

194

1995-96

66.2

197

1996-97

69.1

202

1997-98

72.1

207

1998-99

75.4

213

1999-2000 78.3

217

Year

2000-01

80.6

220

2001-02

84.4

225

2002-03

86.2

230

2003-04

88.1

231

92.5
97.1
102.6
107.9
112.2
116.4
121.8
127.9
132.4
137.7
146.3
155.5
3.56

233
241
251
260
266
273
281
290
299
307
322
337
5.52

2004-05
2005-06
2006-07
2007-08
2008-09
2009-10
2010-11
2011-12
2012-13
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16
CGR

Source: Department of Animal Husbandry,
Dairying & Fisheries, Ministry of Agriculture, GoI
3.2 Per capita consumption of milk from the year
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2001-02 to 2015-16
Table 2 reflected that per capita consumption of
milk was observed to be stagnant from the year
2001-02 (172gms/day) to 2005-06 (178 gms/
day). It was found slightly increasing from the year
2006-07 (181 gms/day) to 2015-16 (239 gms/day).
Due to increased awareness of human health and
nutritional benefits to the body by the common
people, per capita consumption is increasing.
Increase in per capita consumption was also due to
the fact of increased processing of milk to different
milk products which are very much in demand in
the society in the present day situation.
Table 2 per capita consumption of milk from the
year 2001-02 to 2015-16
Year

Per capita consumption (gms/day)

2001-02

172

2002-03

172

2003-04

172

2004-05

176

2005-06

178

2006-07

181

2007-08

184

2008-09

188

2009-10

190

2010-11

197

2011-12

206

2012-13

213

2013-14

219

2014-15

228

2015-16

239

CGR

4.07

Source: Department of Animal Husbandry,
Dairying & Fisheries, Ministry of Agriculture, GoI
3.3 Progress of Dairy Cooperatives Societies in
Maharashtra from 1980-81 to 2015-16
Table 3 reveals a tremendous increase growth
of milk business in the State. The number of
registered cooperatives in the state increased from
1980-81 (718) to 2015-16 (21,671). Increased
producer members (87 to 1,814 '000), increased
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milk procurement (165 to 3,645 '000 kg/day )and
increased Liquid milk marketing (18 to 2,686 '000
litres/day) throughout the period reflected a high
growth tendency in the milk sector of Maharashtra.
It was also observed from the study that percentage
change of registration of cooperatives (531.61 per
cent), registration of producers member (865.72
per cent), milk procurement (1034.54 per cent)
and liquid milk marketing (1916.66 per cent) was
found highest in the period from 1980-81 to 199091, while after that it was found slightly decreasing.
This was due to the impact of II and III phases of
operation flood programme in the milk business.
As the maximum change in the milk business was
observed during the white revolution period, after
2000-01 the percentage change was decreasing
as milk business already moved towards the right
direction during the three Phases of operation
flood
3.4 Dairy processing units in cooperative, private
and other sectors
Table 4 reflects the contribution of cooperative,
private and other sectors in total milk processing
units. The study reflected that cooperatives
contributed the highest percentage of milk
to the milk processing units in the country. It
was observed from the Table that states like
Pondicherry, Goa, Jammu & Kashmir, Sikkim
and Tripura were performing milk businesses
through cooperative sectors only, no private and
other sectors were observed contributing in those
states. This reflected that milk businesses through
cooperatives were found popular among the states.
On the other hand, in Delhi contribution of milk
to the processing units was observed to be highest
by other sectors and private units rather than
cooperatives. The study also reflected that Milk
business was found most popular in Maharashtra
compared to all the states. In Maharashtra highest
numbers of cooperatives were found contributing
to the dairy processing units among all the states.
Table 3 Progress of Dairy Cooperatives Societies
in Maharashtra (Number)
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Year
1980-81
1990-91
2000-01
2014-15
2015-16

rural milk
No of
No of producer %
% change
procurement
Cooperatives
members ('000) change
('000 kg/day)
718
87
165
4,535
531.61
840
865.72 1,872
16,724
268.77
1,398
66.43
2,979
21,082
26.56
1,770
26.61
3,243
21,671
2.79
1,814
2.48
3,645

Liquid milk
%
marketing ('000
change
litres/day)
18
1034.54 363
59.13
1,178
8.86
2,574
12.39
2,686

%
change
1916.66
224.52
118.50
4.35

Source: NDDB annual report 2015-16
Table 4 Dairy processing units in cooperative, private and other sectors
State

Cooperative
No.

Maharashtra
Uttar Pradesh
Gujarat
Tamil Nadu
Punjab
Andhra Pradesh
Rajasthan
Madhya Pradesh
Karnataka
Delhi
Haryana
West Bengal
Kerala
Bihar
other
TOTAL

86 (21.77)
35 (13.94)
16 (48.48)
11 (29.73)
13 (16.88)
9 (18.75)
18 (47.37)
5 (12.5)
16 (66.66)
0
5 (13.51)
3 (20)
15 (60)
10 (83.33)
21 (67.74)
263 (24.69)

Capacity
‘000 lts/day
7865
2476
13160
4030
1820
2150
2420
1000
4323
0
470
816
1223
700
798
43,251

Private

Total no

No.

Capacity No.

Capacity

No.

Capacity

276 (69.87)
216 (86.05)
15 (45.45)
26 (70.27)
64 (83.11)
39 (81.25)
20 (52.63)
35 (87.50)
8 (33.33)
1 (50)
31 (83.78)
12 (80)
10 (40)
2 (16.66)
10 (32.26)
765 (6.10)

15641
22569
917
5289
6529
5693
3361
4013
485
3500
2417
1145
373
400
920
73252

3086
0
400
0
0
0
0
0
0
500
60
0
0
0
0
4046

395 (100)
251 (100)
33 (100)
37 (100)
77 (100)
48 (100)
38 (100)
40 (100)
24 (100)
2 (100)
37 (100)
15 (100)
25 (100)
12 (100)
31 (100)
1065 100)

26592
25045
14477
9319
8349
7843
5781
5013
4808
4000
2947
1961
1596
1100
1718
120548

Source: USDA, Economic Research Service.
Government of India, Ministry of Agriculture,
Department of Animal Husbandry, Dairying, and
Fisheries. Basic Animal Husbandry and Fisheries
Statistics (various issues).
IV. Process Of Milk Business And Marketing Of
Dairy Products By Gokul Dairy
4.1 Annual Milk Procurement during the period
from 2009-10 to 2013-14
Kolhapur Zilla Sahakari Dudh Utpadak Sangh
Ltd is a dairy cooperative organization that is
known for its prominent brand “Gokul”. At
present Gokul has a modern 7 Lakh litres/day
capacity dairy plant with four owned & one hired
chilling centres, having 4.25 Lakh litres/day milk
handling capacity and modern packing unit at Navi
MEDC Economic Digest

Others*

33 (8.35)
0 (0)
2 (6.06)
0
0
0
0
0
0
1 (50)
1 (2.70)
0
0
0
0
37 (3.47)

Mumbai. For enhancement of milk production
they presently have 41 mobile clinics, 430 clusters,
17 static A.I centres, and a Cattle Feed Plant of
200-300 MT/day production capacity. Gokul is
associated with almost 3, 85,000 milk producers
in and around Kolhapur district. Milk is collected
from 4977 dairy cooperative societies with 307
milk collection routes. At present average milk
procurement per day is 7.58 lakh litres. The ratio of
Buffalo and cow milk was 59:41 . During the peak
season procurement of milk per day was 9.11 lakh
litres and during the lean period procurement per
day was observed to be 5.81 lakh litre respectively
(Annul report 2015). Table 5 reflected the annual
milk procurement by Gokul dairy from the year
2009-10 to 2013-14. It was observed from the study
that during the whole period, the contribution of
buffalo milk to the total milk procurement was
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more than the cow milk. On the other hand it was
also reflected that the contribution of buffalo milk
was decreasing over the years. In the year 2009-10
contribution of buffalo milk was 66.65 per cent
which was reduced to 59.11 per cent during the
year 2013-14. Likewise contribution of cow milk
was increased from 33.35 per cent in the year 200910 to 40.89 per cent in the year 2013-14.This was
due to incorporation of high yielding milch cows
in the village level milk production units with the
facility of Artificial Insemination (AI). It brings a
tremendous increase of milk production by cows
in the command areas. Cow milk in India has fat
content of about 3 to 4 percent and milk solidsnot-fat (MSNF) content is about 8.5 to 9 per cent.
Buffalo milk has similar MSNF content, but the fat
content is about 5-6 per cent (Annual report, Gokul
Dairy). As fat content of buffalo milk is more than
cow milk, so preference of cow milk was found
more than buffalo which leads to increased annual
milk procurement of cow milk than buffalo.
Table 5 Annual Milk Procurement during the
period from 2009-10 to 2013-14 (lakh liters)
Items
Cow
Milk
Buffalo
Milk
Total

2009-10
668
(33.35)
1335
(66.65)
2003
(100)

2010-11
701
(34.23)
1347
(65.77)
2048
(100)

2011-12
838
(36.72)
1444
(63.28)
2282
(100)

2012-13
1057
(40.39)
1560
(59.61)
2617
(100)

2013-14
1131
(40.89)
1635
(59.11)
2766
(100)

4.2 Annual Milk Sales during the period from 200910 to 2013-14
Table 6 clearly reflected the annual milk sale
during the period from 2009-10 to 2013-14. It was
observed from the Table that sale in poly bags has
the highest contribution in total sale of milk during
the whole period. It was also observed from the
Table that loose sale of milk decreased day by day
and it contributed only 0.93 per cent in the year
2013-14 while the sale in poly bags contributed
99.07 per cent to the total sale in the same year.
This might be due to the fact that with increased
awareness among the people preference of hygiene
milk is increasing day by day causing increased
demand for poly bag milk than loose sale.
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Table 6 Annual Milk Sales during the period from
2009-10 to 2013-14 (lakh liters)
Items
Loose
sale
Pouch
packed
milk
Total
Sale

2009-10
67
(2.80)
2323
(97.20)

2010-11
69
(2.73)
2461
(97.27)

2011-12
70
(2.54)
2684
(97.46)

2012-13
43
(1.49)
2839
(98.51)

2013-14
28
(0.90)
3091
(99.10)

2390
(100)

2530
(100)

2754
(100)

2882
(100)

3119
(100)

4.3 Production and Sale of Milk products during
the period from 2009-10 to 2013-14
Table 7 reflected production and sale of milk
products during the period from 2009-10 to 201314. It was observed from the Table that Gokul is
producing Ghee, Shrikhand, Milk Powder, Desi
Butter and Table Butter continuously from 200910 to 2014-14. From the study it was reflected
that selling of ghee was found to be more than
their production in all the years except 2012-13.
Similarly, production and sale of Shrikhand, Desi
Butter and Table Butter was also found increasing
throughout the period. On the other hand, there
was a huge difference in production and sale of
Milk Powder observed by the organization during
the whole period. This was due to the fact that the
organization is producing a large quantity of milk
powder as inventory to continue production at the
same level even in the crisis time of non availability
of liquid milk. So the sale of milk powder was
found to be less than the other products.
Presently Gokul is starting to produce a few new
value added items from milk, which includesGokul Paneer, Gokul Dahi, Gokul Lassi etc.
4.4 Average Milk Sold in Consumer Pouch from
2010-11 to 2013-14
Table 8 shows the average milk sold in consumer
pouch during the period from 2010-11 to 2013-14.
It was observed from the Table that the average
consumer pouch sold by the Gokul dairy increased
from 693 litres/day to 855 litres/day during the
period from 2010-11 to 2013-14. The Table also
reflected that Mumbai market was the main market
to sell maximum consumer pouches of Gokul dairy
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in a year. With increased sales of consumer pouches,
sales of pouches in the Mumbai market also increased
simultaneously. Gokul has five target market areas
and among them highest market share was coming
from Mumbai and lowest was from Goa.
Table 7 Production and Sale of Milk products
during the period from 2009-10 to 2013-14 (M.T)
Items
Ghee

Production
Sale
Shrikhand Production
Sale
Milk
Production
Powder Sale
Desi
Production
Butter
Sale
Table
Production
Butter
Sale

200910
299
319
109
106
2286
1541
2404
487
276
275

201011
177
182
145
142
1473
896
1869
1277
214
211

201112
203
220
131
131
3820
2001
3569
1436
199
198

201213
228
217
131
128
2626
514
2808
2351
188
176

201314
238
255
161
157
2063
1048
2378
1271
194
199

Table 8 Average Milk Sold in Consumer Pouch
from 2010-11 to 2013-14 Litres/day
Market
Mumbai
Local
Market
Pune

2010-11
479
(69.12)
119
(17.17)
69 (9.95)

Goa

7 (1.01)

Mahanand 19
Dairy
(2.74)
Total
693
(100)

2011-12
510
(67.82)
127
(16.89)
84
(11.17)

12
(1.59)
19
(2.52)
752
(100)

2012-13
530
(67.17)
134
(16.98)
105
(13.31)

2013-14
579
(67.72)
137
(16.02)
124
(14.50)

8 (1.01) 7
(0.82)
12
8
(1.52) (0.93)
789
855
(100)
(100)

The Gokul Dairy union had found provided its
members with a range of services required for
dairy development activity:
Organizing thrift and credit cooperative society
to facilitate the financial assistance for buying
milch cattle;
● Organizing AI services
● Making cross-breed or graded animals for
farmers to purchase;
●
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●

●
●
●
●

Providing inputs such as concentrated feed,
fodder seed, fodder slips and mineral mixtures
at subsidized rates to members;
Supplying breeding bulls to societies;
Providing veterinary health facility, deworming
and vaccination to the animals of members;
Compensating members in the event of the
death of an animal with either a grant or loan;
Providing insurance coverage to members.

V. Problems Encountered By Dairy
Cooperatives And The Policy For
Improvement.
5.1 Problems of dairy cooperatives
In spite of the unprecedented rise in milk
production in the last two decades in India, the
modern dairy industry has not really taken-off
the way it was thought it would. Despite successes
like the Operation Flood and the Cooperatives
Movement and establishment of institutions like
the National Dairy Development Board (NDDB),
much of the dairy sector still remains in the hands
of small, informal, unorganized players. This
puts considerable constraints on promotion of
high-value added dairy products, technological
innovation and up gradation, and most importantly
quality management.
It emerges from various studies that the government
had a bias in favour of small and cottage scale units in
dairy processing due to the presumed contributions
of such units in providing livelihoods to small and
marginal farmers in the rural country-side.
5.2 Issues and Challenges at the Co-operative Level
● Less number of member farmers: The
cooperative model, though successful, has not
been able to include all the farmers into the fold.
There are still many potential farmers who use
the informal channel of milk sale and delivery.
●

Lower participation in the decision making
process: There is huge government interference
in many of the cooperative federation activities,
which leads to lesser say of the farmers in many
crucial issues.
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●

Losses: Poor management of some of the
village cooperatives have led to huge losses in
the trade due to which farmers have lost faith
in these entities.

●

Low prices of milk: The co-operatives declare
low prices for procuring milk from the farmers,
which benchmarks the prices and forces other
players to sell milk at the same prices.

●

Inefficient services: The cooperatives have also
failed in many parts of the country in providing
the basic inputs in terms of quality feed, exotic
germplasm and veterinary services.

●

Insufficient Infrastructure: Some of the cooperatives are lacking the cooling and milk testing
facility at the village level collection centers.

5.3 Issues and challenges for Marketing
● Majority of the Market is still unorganized: The milk
market in India still faces the challenge of getting
organized. The unorganized market competes with
the organized market in relation to prices.
● Acceptability of the Consumer base: A large
fraction of the consumer base in India is yet to
accept the clean and supple milk from organized
dairies due to higher costs. The mindset of
buying fresh whole milk from the milkman is
still prevalent in the Indian consumers.
● Less penetration to the rural Market: Most of
the milk produced by the dairy co-operatives
goes to the urban market. The rural consumers
are still dependent on the informal and
unorganized market channels.
● Lack of transparent milk pricing System:
There is no specific minimum support price
of the milk in the system, which makes it
unremunerated for the farmers.
5.4 Problems identified in Gokul Dairy:
●
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Advertised their product only at the local level.
Local newspapers, local TV/radio channels,
point of purchase advertisements were the
advertisement media selected. A few had their
own outlets at various places of Maharashtra.
Majority of them did not have a wide
distribution network
November 2021

●

One production unit was covering market areas
of Kolhapur, Pune, Mumbai etc.

●

Problem of price hike, as increased price reduces
customers for milk and milk products due to
availability of substitute brands. On the other
hand, without price hike it was found difficult
for the organization to give a good remuneration
to the producer members of the society.

●

Government interference in the formation of a
managing body.

●

Maharashtra has been struggling with droughts
and water shortage for the last few years and
this has resulted in shortage of both green and
dry fodder with deficit of almost 5 million MT
per annum of feed nutrient (expressed in dry
matter form). Large scale commercial dairy
farms with cross bred cows have been adversely
affected in the wake of increasing feed and
fodder cost on account of these issues.

VI. Conclusion and policy implications:
The dairy Cooperatives play an important role for
rapid development of rural people. This goes a long
way in eradicating poverty and establishing a real
democratic system of governance. Dairy is a major
subsector allied to agriculture. The societies of dairy
cooperatives have been built with a positive intention
to support their members in different areas of
economic, management and technology. The annual
milk production and per capita availability of milk
in India during the period from 1991-92 to 201516 clearly reflected that during the entire period the
compound growth rate of milk production (3.56
per cent) and per capita availability of milk (5.52
per cent) was found positive and significant. It was
observed from the figures that milk production and
per capita availability of milk was found increasing
over the years. It is due to the fact that with increased
modernization people of India are now very much
aware about their food habits and healthy diet. For
such reasons demand for milk and milk products are
increasing in India. To meet the increased demand
of milk, production and per capita availability of
milk is increasing over the years.
Kolhapur Zilla Sahakari Dudh Utpadak Sangh Ltd
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is a dairy cooperative organization that is known for
its most prominent brand “Gokul”. Annual milk
procurement by Gokul dairy from the year 2009-10
to 2013-14 reflected that contribution of cow milk
was increased from 33.35 per cent in the year 200910 to 40.90 per cent in the year 2013-14.This was due
to incorporation of high yielding milch cows in the
village level milk production units with the facility
of Artificial Insemination (AI). It brings tremendous
increases in milk production by cows in the command
areas. It was also observed from the study that loose
sale of milk by Gokul Dairy decreased day by day
and it contributed only 0.93 per cent in the year 201314 while the sale in poly bags contributed 99.07 per
cent to the total sale in the same year. This might be
due to the fact that with increased awareness among
the people preference of hygiene milk is increasing
day by day causing increased demand for poly bag
milk rather than loose sale. Average milk sold in
consumer pouches during the period reflected that
average consumer pouch sold by the Gokul dairy
increased from 693 litres/day to 855 litres/day
during the period from 2010-11 to 2013-14. The
Table also reflected that Mumbai market was the
main market to sell maximum consumer pouches
of Gokul dairy in a year. The study reflected that
the dairy business sector is a growing sector in India.
The dairy Cooperatives play an important role for
rapid development of rural people. The societies
of dairy cooperatives have been built with a great
intention to support the members in different areas
of economic, management and technology. With
special reference to Gokul dairy the study reflected
that this cooperative milk union covers a very small
area in the country as compared to other successful
milk cooperatives of India e.g Amul, . The reason
behind it is that they had only one production unit
and target markets were very few. To increase the
milk business, the following strategies need to be
adopted by the union. Policy implication
•

Encouragement of dairy farmers to join the milk
business is important to increase the cooperative
dairy business in a more proliferate way.

•

Modification of extension activities in the
village level for development of awareness
among the farmers.
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•

Establishment of more production plans is
important to cover more areas under Gokul dairy.

•

Strategies need to be developed for production
of more consumer preference milk products to
develop popularity among the customers.

•

Improved packaging and standardization of
products is important for development of
image building among the consumers for
increasing demand of the products.

•

Govt support towards irrigation and water
supply for fodder production to the milch
animals is found very essential to cope with
the droughts and water shortage problems of
Maharashtra.

•

Production of more value-added products is
important to increase profit levels of the dairy
business, as a price hike is possible only in
processed products.
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ABSTRACT
The Indian Sea Food industry is developing quickly:
with near double-digit positive levels of growth
posted consistently year-on-year since the beginning
of the decade. The growth is being propelled by
the decision of the Indian Government to provide
a major impetus to Sea Foods Exports.
Growth is a cherished cultural value. A growing
company is known better and it attracts better
management. It is a source of strength. In industries
subject to frequent changes in technologies and
external environment, growth is necessary for
survival. Globally there are several strategic choices
of growth that can be followed by a firm. Experts
also surmise that often firms try to implement
growth strategies which are not suitable for them.
As a result firms either drop or change the strategy
mid way, resulting in financial losses and confusion.
Preliminary Literature Survey has revealed a gap
in the research on growth strategies pursued by
companies in the Sea Food Export Sector. This
study is a modest attempt to evaluate the growth
strategies of major Sea Food Export Companies of
Maharashtra. This study first identifies the top Sea
Food Export Companies. These companies are then
evaluated for growth on the basis of quantitative
parameters like ROCE, CAGR, Productivity, etc.
After due identification of the drivers of growth,
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this study attempts to investigate the emphasis laid
by the above companies on these growth drivers.
The conclusion of the study reveals the primary
growth drivers and their relative importance.

OUTLOOK AND POTENTIAL OF
THE INDIAN SEA FOOD INDUSTRY
The Indian Sea Food industry is developing with
near double-digit positive levels of growth posted
consistently year-on-year since the beginning of the
decade. The growth of the Indian industry across
the decade is significant and second only to China
with regard to rates of expansion for Asia-Pacific.
According to the Sea Food Exporters Association
of India, the Sea Food Export market today is
worth about Rs. 10,000 crores and employs over 3
lakh citizens. Hence, the sea food export industry
is a major constituent of the Indian Economy. The
Indian sea food export industry by and large still
remains fragmented and dominated by traditional
methods with excessive labor deployment.
The Sea Food Export industry in India currently
generates 5.2% of total industry value for the AsiaPacific region. India’s share in the world Sea Food
market is around 1.74%. This percentage is an increase
on the 4% figure for 2001; this growth trend is set
to continue, with the Indian industry generating an
anticipated 6.3% share of the Asia-Pacific industry’s
MEDC Economic Digest
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value by 2015. As a developing economic region, the
Indian industry is developing with higher growth
rates than those in Asia-Pacific regions with mature
economies, such as Japan and Australia.
Given the above scenario, the Sea Food Export
industry in India is expected to accelerate from its
current value growth position. With an anticipated
CAGR of 8.3% in the 2010- 2015 period, the
industry is expected to reach a value of Rs 50,000
crores by the end of 2015, an increase of 49.2%
since 2005. The development of the Indian
economy will create demand for more Sea Foods
: this demand will provide a significant revenue
boost for companies operating within this industry.

Financial data of these companies was sourced
primarily from Management of these Companies.
The further gaps were filled by utilising the Annual
Reports for the last five years of the short listed
companies publicly available or through websites.
Data regarding the business plans and strategies
of these companies was derived from the recent
Annual Reports for qualitative comparisons and
analysis.

An attempt has been made in this research to
understand the growth strategies being evolved by
the top firms. Certain hypothetical propositions were
examined based on the quantitative performance
data of the companies. The dynamics of strategies
is being captured using the concept of strategic
RATIONALE OF THE STUDY
drivers/enablers. Several important enablers were
This study attempts to bench mark the top Sea identified from literature reviews. Then strategies
Food Export companies of Maharashtra. It of select firms were analysed in terms of enablers
outlines the growth strategies employed by these to identify the differences and patterns to draw
firms of Maharashtra in the current scenario and relevant conclusions and future implications.
environment of operation.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND
DATA COLLECTION

GROWTH STRATEGIES
Growth strategies involve typical decisions
around significantly increasing relative functional
performance. Such strategies focus resources
on seizing opportunities of profitable growth.
Ambitious growth strategies aim to set a company’s
goals and business processes that challenge
conventional wisdom, identify emerging trends, and
build or acquire profitable new businesses adjacent
to the core business. Growth strategies are usually
associated with strong managerial motivation
(Troughton 1970).

This study is primarily descriptive and exploratory
in nature based on secondary data and information
relating to strategy from Sea Food Digest, Marine
Food Research Journals and other published
literature In this research, the concept of relative
measurement has gained prominence in evaluating
growth of firms. The key issues remain the
selection of criteria, parameters of evaluation
and data analysis methods. These multiple criteria
were identified on the basis of literature surveys
According to study carried out on the IT Industry
of past research on growth strategies and other
in India (Anandaram 2003) growth is driven by
conventional research methods.
● Leadership and vision
The sea food industry being a highly fragmented
industry with its operations not listed, the availability ● Differentiated approach
of reliable data is one of the major critical factors. ● Marketing investment
Data regarding the growth and performance for the ● Alliances and partnerships
past five years was collected, for these top firms.
● Cultivation of local market
The top companies were selected on basis of their
turnover rankings by Marine Worldin the Year 2007. Another similar study (Naidu 2003) shows that large
MEDC Economic Digest
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size offers a firm the flexibility in offering products
and services. Acquisition of resources and skills is
another path to expand capabilities.
●
●
●
●
●

System integration
Project Management Skills
Partnerships
Serial entrepreneurship
Mergers and Acquisitions

The innovative (also known as disruptive) strategies
lay emphasis on creating sustainable competitive
advantages
through
innovation—creating
something new that is rare and inimitable. There
are eight types of innovation (Moore 2004)—
disruptive, application oriented, product related,
process related, experimental, market oriented,
business model oriented and structural.
Proposed by Prahlad and Hamel, growth moves
inside the core competency accelerate innovation
in R&D, new corporate ventures, speeding up
company’s metabolism by speeding operations and
hiring more people. For growth many companies
have also used moves beyond core competency
successfully (Zook 2004, Zook et al. 2003). Zook
prescribed six ways to move into adjacent space:
expand along the value chain, grow new products
or services, use new distribution channels, enter
new geographies, address new customer segments
and move into a new space with a new business
built around strong capability. Some companies
have dared to break the compromise [Stalk et al.
1996] imposed by the industry and thus been able
to attract consumers for growth. Strategic logic
of high growth has been explored by Chan and
Mauborgne 1997 by focusing on Value innovation.
The McKinsey Growth Pyramid model argues that
businesses should develop their growth strategies
based on:
●

Operational skills

●

Privileged assets

●

Growth skills

●

Special relationships
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Research has also proved that Growth patterns
should facilitate the firm’s increase in output in
line with the increase in demand in the external
environment. (Kefalas 1979). Only then can the
growth be sustained. Conversely it may also be stated
that a firm desiring to grow fast should operate in
regions of fast development or hubs of economic
activity. Hence, developing countries provide an
avenue for faster growth. This forms the basis of
adopting one of the propositions for investigation.
Finally, one should also appreciate that Growth
matures out but what should continue is
tough processes of screening
● acceptance of lower growth in matured/
developed economies
● looking for a new growth platform
● deeper appreciation that growth too follows a
mature and die cycle
●

Growth is sustained through
●
●
●
●
●
●

Value addition
Increase in productivity via operational
efficiencies and technical skills acquired
Vertical integration
New production techniques
Acquisitions
Partnerships and collaborations

Growth strategies should revolve around
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

building and defending the domination of
market share in geographical areas
market expansion to other geographic market
segments
Profit maximization and risk minimisation
through selling of existing product in new
market
Attract new socio demographic segments
Develop new core services – innovate new
products
Move towards concentric diversification
Conglomerate diversification

The literature on growth strategies in the western
countries is dated to the years when these countries
MEDC Economic Digest
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witnessed exponential development in their
economy. These countries are now growing at a
slower rate and hence these strategies are therefore
relevant in contemporary times to countries like
the developing nations.
Peter Gutman (1964) found that growth rates
ranged up to 76.7% annually. Firms with highest
growth rates were those which
(a) Chose industries where sales increased more
rapidly than the economy as a whole.
(b) Concentrated on market segments within the
industry, which grew more rapidly than the
industry.
(c) Entered the market earlier than the competing
firms.
(d) Operated in multinational markets.
Importance of a well-chosen strategy that is being
well executed to deliver strong financial results in
the present and in the future has been recognized.
The growth of the various Companies are usually
financially evaluated on the basis of various models
such as Sales Revenues, Compound Average
Growth Rate, Return on Capital Employed,
Economic Value Added, Market Value Added,
Long Term Capital Invested, etc. The available data
has been best utilized to investigate the various
hypothetical propositions that have emerged from
the Literature Review.
On basis of the Literature Review carried out it can
be summarized that the growth of any particular
company is boosted significantly by some or all of
the following enablers ∙ Value Innovation
●

Customer Centric Approach

●

Operational Efficiencies

●

Human Skill Management—Flexibility and
Scalability.

●

Inspiring Leadership

●

Technical Capabilities

Financial Strength
● Collaborations in New Markets
●
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●
●
●
●
●

Mergers and Acquisitions in segments of low
growth
Global Operations
Cost Leadership
Diversification
Operations in sectors of High Margin

A survey was taken up to assess the enablers identified
on the basis of the Literature Review. It was found
that, on an overall basis companies accord the
maximum importance to Operational Efficiencies
and Customer Centric Approach. Human Skill
Management, Financial Strength, Global Operations
and Executing Work in Sectors of High Margin are
also given importance as enablers.

ANALYSIS
OF
THEORETICAL
PROPOSITIONS IN THE INDIAN
CONTEXT
Detailed discussions with the manufacturers of sea
food and other knowledgeable persons indicated
that of all the above parameters, the most crucial
parameters (measured on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1=
least important and 5= most important) are as follows:
SI.
Parameter
No.
E1
E2
E3
E4
E5
E6
E7
E8
E9
E10
E11
E12
E13

Value Innovation
Customer Care Approach
Operational Efficiencies
Human Skill Management- Flexibility
Inspiring Leadership
Technical Capabilities
Financial Strengths
Collaborations in new markets
Mergers and Acquisitions in
segments of low growth
Global Operations
Cost Leadership
Diversification
Operations in sectors of high
margins

Source: Discussions
persons.

with

Ranking
(1= Least
important,
5= very
important

3
4
4
3
5
3
5
2
2
2
1
3
3

knowledgeable
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Surprisingly, Human skill, Technology superiority,
collaboration in global markets, mergers and
acquisitions are not considered to be a very crucial
input / performance parameter for this industry.

Company
M/s
CastleRock
M/s Naik Sea
Foods

Parameter
Sales Growth
ROCE
Sales Growth
ROCE

2007
10.47
18.51
7.93
10.12

2006
10.44
17.74
7.08
9.63

2005
13.45
16.56
13.44
16.47

2004
7.91
16.58
8.23
15.67

2003
4.63
7.04
3.55
5.79

Financial Power is considered to be one of the
most important parameters followed by inspiring The ROCE of THESE companies have been
significantly higher in recent times indicating the
leadership and cost leadership.
booming business and good times the Sea Food
The analysis begins with the examination of a Export industry is going through. The ROCE does
similar set of theoretical propositions relevant in consistently exceed the rate of growth in sales,
the Indian context.
thereby supporting the proposition conclusively.
P1 Top Companies are Characterized by Consistent
P5 Successful Companies Continuously Increase their Levels
Performance or Rankings.
of Productivity.
M/s CastleRock , M/s Naik Sea Foods, the current
top Sea Food export companies in Maharashtra have It can be seen that the productivity of top companies
has also been increasing over time. Hence, this
maintained their leadership over the last few years.
proposition is easily justified by examining the data
Table 1: Rankings of Maharashtra’s Top Sea food in Table 4. The data shows that companies still have a
Companies
tremendous potential to increase their productivity,
S.
Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank
more so with the impending mechanization of the
Company Name
No.
2007 2006 2005 2004 2003 2002
Sea Food Export activities.
1. M/s CastleRock
1
2. M/s Naik Sea Foods 2

1
2

1
2

1
2

1

1
2

Source: MPEDA
P2 To Maintain the Market Leader Position or to Improve
it on a Sustained Basis, it is Imperative for a Company to
Register Increase in Sales Turnover Consistently.
This proposition is very easily justified by examining
the Table 2 of recorded Annual Turnovers of
the companies. It can be seen that all the selected
companies that have improved their rankings or
have maintained their position as market leader, have
recorded an increase in turnover in the long term.
Table 2: Turnovers of the Selected Companies (in
Crores Rupees)

Table 14: Productivity (Thousand per Employee)
Company
M/s CastleRock
M/s Naik Sea Foods

2007 2006 2005
2004 2003
200.07 189.59 161.32 130.28 118.75
171.17 177.78 138.44 125.36 N.A.

REVIEW AND CONCLUSIONS
The next step of the study was to proceed with the
study and analysis of the strategy declarations and
statements of the selected companies, as highlighted
in the Annual Reports of the companies, Marine
Products Publications. There was an attempt to
capture the enablers identified in the Literature
Review, for the selected companies, alongwith their
relative emphasis respectively.

The last five years Annual Reports of the selected
company were scanned for the emphasis of the
listed enablers. For the companies it was found
that, universally the maximum importance is given
Source: Company Source.
to Operational Efficiencies and Customer Centric
P4 In Successful Companies the Profit Growth Generally Approach. Human Skill Management, Financial
Exceeds the Sales Growth.
Strength, Global Operations and Executing Work in
Sectors of High Margin are also given importance
Table 3: Sales Growth and ROCE (% Year on Year)
as enablers.
Company
M/s CastleRock
M/s Naik Sea Foods
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2007
290
200

2006
240
184

2005
215
163

2004
188
149

2003
170
135
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The first two are important from the point of view
that the Indian companies are basically lacking
in these fronts. It is therefore necessary for them
to build upon their operational efficiencies and
technical capabilities to be a player at the global
level. Retaining the skilled manpower and their
deployment and scalability in the scenario of the
current boom, makes it quite logical for them to
concentrate on human skill management. The
companies are currently lacking in the innovation
front, building an inspiring leadership and also
Mergers and Acquisitions, which rarely find a
mention in the Reports. Building financial strength
also does not appear to be very high in priority.

KEY FINDINGS

2) Mr. M.R. Francis, General Manager, M/s Naik Sea
Foods, Taloja, District : Raigad, Maharashtra
3) Librarian, Dr. D.Y. Patil Institute of Management
Studies, CBD Belapur, Navi Mumbai
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Food Processing Industry in India:
Challenges and Potential
- Ms. Dhanya V, Mr. Avdhesh Kumar Shukla and Mr. Rishabh Kumar
Department of Economic and Policy Research,
Reserve Bank of India.
India is a major producer of several agricultural/
food items in the world but less than 10 per cent
of that is processed. Demand for processed food
items is set to increase in India in the coming years
providing opportunities for greater value addition,
lower wastages and alternative employment
opportunities. Analysis of corporate data shows
that food processing firms have been profitable,
but the value addition component needs to increase
significantly.

Introduction :
India has made vast progress over time in providing
food security for its people and has become largely
self-reliant in agriculture. Accordingly, the policy
focus has shifted from attaining self-sufficiency to
generating higher and stable income for the farming
population. Food processing industry (FPI) is one
area which has the potential to add value to farm
output, create alternate employment opportunities,
improve exports and strengthen the domestic
supply chain. India, with about 11.2 per cent of
total arable land in the world, is ranked first in the
production of milk, pulses and jute, second in fruits
and vegetables and third in cereals (Government of
India, 2019). It is also the sixth largest food and
grocery market in the world (Law, et al., 2019). In
2017-18, the food processing industry accounted
for 7.9 per cent of manufacturing GVA and 9.5
per cent in agricultural value added. It is also a
major employment provider, contributing to 11.4
per cent of organised manufacturing employment.
Recognising the immense potential of FPI in
promoting inclusive growth, it has been identified
as one of the key thrust areas under the ‘Make in
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India’ Programme. This article examines the scope
for higher growth in this sector in the medium run,
notwithstanding the challenges. Limited availability
of granular data, particularly at sectoral level has
been a major impediment to robust analytical
research on the subject. This article tries to present
information available from multiple sources at
one place. For overall analysis, National Account
Statistics is used. Sectoral analysis is based on data
sourced from the Annual Survey of Industries
(ASI), which captured 65.7 per cent of value added
generated in the sector in 2016-17. For data on
trade, the World Integrated Trade Solution (WITS)
database is used. International Standard Industrial
Classification is used to make industry level
comparisons with trade data. For the analysis of
financial parameters, we have used data from annual
company finance studies by the Reserve Bank of
India. Set against this context, this article is divided
into five sections. Section II provides a global
perspective on the food processing sector. Section
III elaborates the current status of FPI in India and
presents inferences drawn on the basis of relevant
statistical analysis. Government initiatives for
harnessing the potential of the sector are discussed
in Section IV. Section V sums up the paper. II.
Evolution and Cross-Country Experience Food
processing is defined as transforming agricultural
products into food that are in consumable form or
transforming one food item into another by adding
value to it (Government of India, 2019). Based
on physical properties of the final product, the
Ministry of Food Processing Industries categorises
food processing under two sub-categories, viz.,
(i) manufactured processes, whereby the original
physical properties of the product undergo a change
MEDC Economic Digest
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through a process [involving employees, power,
machines or money] and the transformed product
is edible and has a commercial value and (ii) other
value added processes where the product does
not undergo any manufacturing process, but gains
significant value addition like increased shelf life,
shelled and ready for consumption, etc. Depending
on the type and extent of value addition, it is
categorised as primary and secondary processing.
Primary processing relates to conversion of raw
commodity to one that is fit for consumption. It
involves steps such as drying, threshing, cleaning,
grading, sorting, packing, etc. Secondary processing
involves creation of value added products like bread,
wine, sausages, etc. The large scale commercial
production of ready to eat food items has brought
in another category to food processing, viz.,
tertiary processing (Government of India, 2019).
The importance of processed food items in the
consumer basket has increased globally over time.
With higher income, urbanisation, demographic
shifts, improved transportation and changed
consumer perceptions regarding quality and safety,
food consumption patterns have changed over the
years (Regmi, 2001; and Wilkinson & Rocha, 2008).
Further, advertising through mass media/social
media is also found to have led to higher demand
led food processing industry (FPI) growth in India,
Malaysia, China, Philippines and Thailand (Regmi
and Gehlhar, 2005). Global retail sales of processed
food items were more than three times higher than
sales of fresh food in 2002 (Regmi and Gehlhar,
2005). In the case of India, overall per capita sales
of packaged and processed foods nearly doubled
from USD 31.3 in 2012 to USD 57.7 in 2018
(Law et al., 2019). Table 1 shows the evolution of
the food industry in different parts of the world.
Estimates reveal that 30 per cent of food in China
is processed as against 60-80 per cent in western
countries (Liu, Taylor and Zhang, 2007). In the case
of fruits and vegetables, KPMG (2007) reported
that 65.0 per cent of total output in the USA is
processed, 78.0 per cent in the Philippines and
23.0 per cent in China. Similarly, overall processing
of agricultural produce is around 30.0 per cent in
Thailand, 70.0 per cent in Brazil, 78 .0 per cent in
MEDC Economic Digest

the Philippines and 80.0 per cent in Malaysia. As
per the same report, processing level in India is
very low at 2.2 per cent for fruits and vegetables,
35.0 per cent for milk, 21.0 per cent for meat and
6.0 per cent for poultry products. In 2010-11, the
share of raw food entering the processing channel
was estimated at 6.8 per cent in 2010-11 (Ghosh,
2014).

The FPI in developing countries is at a nascent stage
as compared to the developed countries (Table 2).
India’s share of FPI in manufacturing value added
is low even among developing countries. As per the
Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) data,
items processed from crops accounted for more
than half of total production of processed items in
2014 and its share has increased from 52.6 per cent
in 1990 to 58.4 per cent in 20141. Meat products
at the second place accounted for 26.0 per cent of
total processed food production, followed by milk
products. Beer from barley and sugar accounted
for nearly half of total production of crop based
processed items, while skimmed milk was the major
item in the processed milk group.
1 FAO does not provide information on marine
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products and hence the share given is excluding
fish and fish products.

exports. Exports of processed food mirrored
agriculture exports, though registered higher
growth than the latter resulting in higher value
realisation (Chart 2). In 2018, exports of processed
food items were 1.6 times higher than that of total
agricultural exports.
With the increasing importance of processed food
in consumers’ food basket, quality standards have
also emerged as an important factor with new
regulations. The food system is being regulated
through a mix of private-public standards which
provide the basis of competitive strategies while
also proving to be entry barriers (Wilkinson &
Rocha, 2008; and World Trade Organisation, 2012).
The implementation of quality standards has been
an issue of contention between developed and
developing countries.

International trade in processed food items also
showed a similar pattern with products from crops
accounting for a major share followed by meat and
meat products, and fish and fish products in 2018
(Chart 1).

III. Food Processing Industry in India
The food processing industry in India is at a nascent
stage, accounting for less than 10 per
cent of
total food in India (Government of India, 2016).
It is expected that improvement in food processing
would reduce wastages in agricultural produce. At
present food wastages are very high. According
to the report of Central Institute of Post-Harvest
Engineering and Technology (CIPHET), wastages
in major crops, in general, remained at high levels
during 2010-2015 (Table 3).

The share of processed food in world exports in
value terms has remained stable over the years. In
2018, it accounted for 6.5 per cent of total world
processed exports and 5.7 per cent of total world
40
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manufacturing and total GVA declined reflecting
slower growth compared with other sectors of the
economy (Table 4). The exports of processed food
in proportion to exports of raw food, on the other
hand, has significantly increased during this period.
There is no common data set available for
comparing FPI units in organised and unorganised
sectors. However, a comparison can be made
using ASI data, which provide information on
the organised sector and National Sample Survey
Organisation’s Unincorporated Non-Agricultural
Enterprises Survey data provide information on the
unorganised sector. A comparison of these two data
sets for 2016-17 and 2015-16, respectively, showed
abysmally low percentage of FPI enterprises in
organised sector, even though the organised sector
accounts for more than 80 per cent of gross value
added in overall FPI.

The FPI accounts for a prominent place among
sectors in terms of share in employment in the
manufacturing sector and because of its labour
intensive nature it has a higher multiplier effect
on the overall economy. As per ASI data, FPI
has emerged as the highest employment provider
among the industry groups2. However, its share in
MEDC Economic Digest

As per ASI data, there were 39,748 food processing
enterprises in the organised sector in 2016-17 while
the number of unincorporated enterprises as per
NSSO data stood at 24,59,929 in 2015-16. Nearly
half of organised enterprises were in three states Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu and Telangana - while
Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal had the highest
number of unincorporated food processing units.
In terms of employment also, the unorganised
sector dominates. As per ASI 2017-18, total number
of persons engaged in registered food processing
entities was 17.7 lakhs accounting for 11.4 per cent
of total employment generated in the registered
manufacturing sector. The unorganised food
processing sector, in turn, provided employment to
51.1 lakh workers in 2015-16 (as per the NSSO 73rd
Round) constituting 14.2 per cent of employment
in the unregistered manufacturing sector. In terms
of value generated in the organised sector, three
states, Maharashtra (17.3 per cent), Uttar Pradesh
(11.6 per cent) and Karnataka (11.3 per cent)
together contributed around 40 per cent (Chart 3).
2 Textiles when combined with wearing apparel, however,
becomes the highest employer within the organised
manufacturing sector with a share of 20 per cent.
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Annual growth in processed food GVA has been more
volatile than agricultural GVA (Chart 4a). Inflation
measured in terms of the year-on-year changes
in Wholesale Price Index shows co-movement in
processed food inflation and primary food inflation,
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though, in the recent period, the former has remained
higher than the latter (Chart 4b). The coefficient of
variation of processed food inflation was higher than
that of primary food inflation during the period April
2005 to January 2020.
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in recent years. Among the various food products
exported, processed fish and meat products had the
highest per unit value.
The analysis so far shows that the FPI has huge
untapped potential as, except for milk, meat and
fish, the extent of processing in the other agri-food
commodities remains low at less than 10 per cent.
The overall share of processed food in total produce
was 10 per cent in 2017-18. The Government has
set the target for raising the share of processed
food to 25 per cent of the total agricultural produce
by 2025.

FDI in Food Processing
The food processing sector was opened to 100 per
cent foreign direct investment in 2016 under the
automatic route. Further, in 2017, 100 per cent
FDI under the Government route for retail trading,
including through e-commerce, is permitted in
respect of food products manufactured and/or
produced in India.
While the flow of FDI to this sector has increased
over the years, its share was still low at less than 2
per cent in 2018-19 (Table 6).

The value-added content in the FPI sector when
compared with output is low (in 2016-17 at 10.2
per
cent). The share of high value-added items like
ready to eat items in total output of the sector is
very low
(Table 5). Grain mill products have emerged as
the major export item in India’s processed food
products
MEDC Economic Digest
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investment from food and beverages companies
like
Nestle, Cargill, McCain, Mondelez, Pepsi, Coca
cola etc., and also from retail trade companies like
Amazon, Walmart, etc. (Government of India,
2017). In 2018, Mondelez International invested
US$15 million in India for research after investing
US $190 million in a green field project in Andhra
Pradesh. Similarly, Cargill, an agro-food company
based in the USA invested in various supply chain
nodes like cold storage facility in Karnataka and
aqua feed project in Andhra Pradesh. Further,
Amazon and Walmart’s entry into the Indian food
retail sector is expected to bring in more investment
in this sector.

External Trade
The food processing Industry in India is largely
domestic oriented, with exports accounting for
only
12 per
cent of its total output. Nevertheless,
it is a net foreign exchange earner with a positive
trade balance in recent years (Chart 5). Globally,
India ranks first in the export of processed and
preserved fish and fish products, grain mill products
and fourth in the export of sugar. However, even
in these products, only about one fourth of the
product is exported, reflecting a high proportion
of consumption in the domestic economy.
In terms of destination of exports, traditionally the
US and the EU were the major markets for India.
However, of late Vietnam has overtaken the US
and the EU as the major importer of manufactured
food
products from India mainly due to its increasing
import of meat and fish products from India.
Nevertheless, the US and EU continue to be
prominent destinations for export of fish products
and processed fruits and vegetables.
To identify the major sectors in which India has
comparative advantage in the food processing
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sector,
a revealed comparative advantage (RCA) analysis in
line with Balassa (1965) index is calculated.

Where Xij and Xit are the value of country i’s
export of product j and its total exports while Xwj
and Xwt refer to the world’s export of product j
and total world exports, respectively. A value higher
than unity implies that country i has revealed
comparative advantage in that product and vice
versa. Out of the total 17 sub-groups of processed
food, India has revealed comparative advantage
in 5 products, with grain mill products having
the highest score (Chart 6). India ranked first in
the export of grain mill products in 2018 and
accounted for 18 per cent of total world exports.
In the case of vegetable and animal oils and fats,
the RCA has come down over the years, though the
decadal average still stood at 1.2. Further, strong
domestic demand has made India a net importer of
vegetable oils for which the RCA has come down
to less than unity since 2015. On the other hand,
India’s competitiveness has improved over the
years in the case of meat and meat products.
Apart from price competitiveness, quality standards
also affect the exportability of a product. With
consumers becoming quality conscious, demand
for these products are on the rise across the world
but restrictive trade practices have also increased.
Countries are increasingly using sanitary and
phytosanitary (SPS) measures since the mid-1990s,
with consumers demanding high food safety and
health standards (World Trade Organisation, 2012).
Increasingly, the quality standards under Sanitary
and Phytosanitary Measures of the World Trade
Organisation are used by developed countries
in restricting imports from developing countries
(Arathi, Kumar, Negi & Singh, 2012; Kumar, 2016;
and Goyal, Mukherjee & Kapoor, 2017). While
there are globally accepted quality standards such
as the Codex Alimentarius standards, individual
MEDC Economic Digest
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countries, as per WTO norms, have the right to set
and implement food safety and health standards,
provided they are based on scientific justification
and are implemented to protect human, animal or
plant life. Many developed countries have relatively
stringent health standards than the internationally
accepted ones with a view to protect their nations
against possible health hazards from imports
from developing countries (Goyal, Mukherjee and
Kapoor,
2017).

Corporate Data Analysis
To understand the strength and weakness of the
food processing sector relative to other sub sectors
within the non-financial corporate sector, their
financial accounts data are analysed. The relevance
of such an analysis is supported by the fact that more
than 80 per cent of output and value added in the
FPI sector is generated from the organised sector.
Further, in terms of ownership structure, firms are
divided as public limited and private limited firms.
Key aggregated performance indicators for food
processing firms are compared with those of all
non-government and non-financial firms (Annex I,
Table A1). It can be observed that annual growth
numbers for key parameters, viz., sales, profit
before tax (PBT), gross value added and gross fixed
assets of FPI have been volatile. Private limited
firms have displayed higher growth volatility as
compared with public limited firms. This indicates
that smaller firms face higher uncertainty. Nominal
sales growth of public limited firms declined
significantly after 2013-14 while that of private
limited firms remained stable. Unlike sales growth,
profit and GVA growth of FPI firms,
however, remained buoyant, indicating that
probably these firms would have benefitted from
softening of
global commodity prices after 2013-14. The
average leverage of FPI firms, measured as debt to
equity ratio, has increased significantly after 2012MEDC Economic Digest

13, specifically for private limited firms, possibly
a sign of financial distress in medium and small
enterprises. The ratio of exports to sales and the
ratio of GVA to gross fixed assets of FPI firms
are found to be generally lower than those for the
overall non-financial corporate sector (Annex I,
Table A2). This is a sign of weaker participation of
the Indian FPI sector in the global value chains and
their lower ability to make higher value addition to
overall sectoral output. This is also not surprising as
the majority of FPI firms are involved in primary
or secondary processing activity and largely cater
to domestic demand. It may be added that the
ratio of sales to assets, i.e., the asset turnover ratio
[a measure of efficient exploitation of physical
investment by firms] of FPI firms is significantly
higher than that for the overall industry, which,
nevertheless is more an indication of lower value
addition in the sector than greater efficiency.

Credit
Ensuring availability of adequate credit to the food
processing industries is given utmost importance
by the Reserve Bank of India. Accordingly, the
Reserve Bank has accorded priority sector status to
food processing industry. Loans to food and agrobased processing units and cold chain have been
classified under agricultural activities for priority
sector lending. Loans for food and agro-processing
up to an aggregate sanctioned limit of Rs.100
crore per borrower from the banking system is
considered as priority sector. Apart from this,
credit for developing agricultural infrastructure
is also categorised under priority sector lending.
Accordingly, loans provided for construction
of storage facilities (warehouse, market yards,
godowns and silos), including cold storage units /
cold storage chains designed to store agricultural
produce/ products comes under the priority sector
lending, as also loans to MSMEs involved in food
processing. The share of the food processing sector
in total credit to industry has moved in a narrow
range, at less than 10 per cent since 1990 which is
consistent with the share of FPI in manufacturing
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GVA (Chart 7). To examine the importance of
credit in promoting investment and output in the
food processing sector, we attempt a panel data
analysis using ASI industry level data. ASI is the
principal source of industrial statistics in India
which provides industry wise annual data on major
characteristics at various levels based on National
Industrial Classification (NIC). In the present study,
ASI data till level (4 digit) have been considered,
which provide sufficient information regarding the
major sub sectors of the food processing industries.
The data are annual and correspond to the period
1993-94 to 2015-16. ASI provides industry level
data on output, fixed investment, profit and credit
outstanding. This provides an opportunity to assess
the impact of credit on gross output and capital
expenditure, controlling for urbanisation. Capital
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expenditure is taken as the one period difference
in fixed investment. Panel unit root test reveals the
variables to be I (1).
(Table 7).
Panel co-integration using Westerlund (2007) test
is run for the following two equations separately to
examine the effect of credit on output and capital
expenditure:
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IV. Government Initiatives

The null hypothesis is that there exists no
cointegration between the variables. The results
validated the presence of long run relation between
the variables (Table 8). To address endogeneity
among the variables, Arellano and Bond (1991)
Generalised Method of Moments is used for
estimating the long run relationship. The results
showed credit having a positive relationship with
gross output, and capex growth, (Table 9). A one
unit increase in credit will result in 17 per cent
improvement in gross output and 22 per cent
improvement in capital expenditure. This shows
that a policy towards channelising credit can be
beneficial for overall improvement of the food
processing sector.

Food Processing Industry in India: Challenges and
Potential

MEDC Economic Digest

Recognising the role that FPI can play in
promoting employment and income in the rural
sector, the Government of India has identified
it as a priority sector under the ‘Make in India’
Programme. FPI offers an opportunity to reduce
dependence on agriculture in the rural areas as
the main employment generating sector. Various
initiatives have been taken by the Government
to promote this sector considering the challenges
faced by the sector. The Ministry of Food
Processing Industries has identified six key
challenges faced by the food processing industry:
(i) gaps in supply chain infrastructure (i.e., lack
of primary processing, storage and distribution
facilities); (ii) inadequate link between production
and processing; (iii) seasonality of operations and
low capacity utilisations; (iv) institutional gaps in
supply chain, viz., dependence on APMC markets,
etc.; (v) inadequate focus on quality and safety
standards; and (vi) lack of product development
and innovation (Government of India, 2018).
Accordingly, the focus has been to smoothen the
supply chain by creating infrastructure, promoting
exports, improving quality standards, expanding
supply of formal credit, particularly to small and
medium enterprises, and broadening the skilled
labour pool in the economy. Specifics of key
policies are outlined in Annex II.
V. Summing up: Though India is a major producer
and exporter of agricultural produce at the raw
material stage, only less than 10 per cent of them
are processed and traded. One major reason
for this is the large consumer base domestically
and having preference for fresh produce over
processed food. Slow pace of urbanisation and
low labour force participation of women have
resulted in the preference for fresh foods at the
All-India level. Empirical literature suggests that
as more women enter the workforce, consumption
of processed food increases (Wang, et al., 2015).
India has the potential to emerge as a major
exporter of processed food by adhering to the
quality standards. The Government initiatives
November 2021
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for strengthening quality standards can provide
impetus to the sector. An analysis of corporate
data showed that profitability of food processing
firms has been either higher or comparable with
the levels of other firms. However, the value-added
component in food processing firms was found to
be lower than other firms operating in the industrial
sector. The econometric analysis on credit reveals
the importance of credit for growth in this sector.
Relative to the share of the food processing sector
in industrial GVA, sectoral credit data suggest
adequate availability of credit for the sector. With
the burgeoning urban and young population,
demand for processed food items is set to increase
in the coming years. The food processing industry
in India needs to gear up to meet the demand by
investing in necessary infrastructure. The industry
requires a steady flow of raw materials from
the producers/farmers meeting specific quality
standards and at stable prices. Farmer producer
organisations, by bringing together small farmers
and agricultural entrepreneurs, can enhance the
opportunity to build a more stable supply chain.
Besides ensuring steady flow of income to the
farmers, greater linkages with industry could also
reduce wastages, particularly in perishables.
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Twitter Feed
The World Bank has projected India’s economy to grow 8.3% in 2021 and 7.5% in 2022, despite
its recovery being hampered by an unprecedented second wave of Covid. It added that in
2023, India is expected to grow at 6.3%. Despite a low-base effect, these are welcome indicators.
The FMCG sector has got a boost in the past ten days, as states begin gradually lifting pandemic-led
curbs. This is similar to the bump from pent-up demand last year when the lockdown was lifted. It
shows that the Indian economy is limping back to normalcy – a new normalcy.
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Kokum (Garcinia Indica) Processing
and Marketing - A livelihood option in
the Konkan Region of Maharashtra
- Mr. P. J. Kshirsagar, Mr. S. S. Wadkar and Mr. A. P. Chavan
Dr Balasaheb Sawant Konkan Krishi Vidyapeeth, Dapoli -415 712, Maharashtra

ABSTRACT
Kokum fruit processing is an important activity
because raw/ripe fruits need to be processed before
their consumption. In this context, the kokum crop
has attained the status of economical importance.
The study was intended to make an attempt to
identify the problems related to processors as
well as various market functionaries involved in
marketing of kokum products. The study shows
that most of the rural households prepare kokum
products and it is a common practice in kokum
producing areas. At the household level, products
were prepared for home consumption therefore
capital requirement is negligible and mostly family
labour oriented. Therefore, it provides employment
to a large number of workers in rural areas. Hence
at household level, this entrepreneurship provides
more opportunities for employment of family
labour and income generation to families .

Many home scale or small scale processing units
are developed in the Konkan region. They utilize
large quantities of neglected fruits like kokum for
processing into different products. The kokum
fruits are available as a raw material in plenty during
the season of processing. It is also observed in the
study area that many farmers used to process the
kokum fruits for their home consumption which is
not estimated anywhere.
Further, the study was intended to make an attempt
to identify the problems related to the processor
as well as various market functionaries involved
in marketing of kokum products. This study is
of immense use to planners and policy makers to
frame appropriate policies related to the kokum
processing and marketing.
The specific objectives of the study are as
follows.

Key words:, Garcinia indica, Fruit processing, • To study the economics of processing of kokum
fruits.
Marketing, Employment
The value addition to the kokum fruits through
processing assumes an important activity because
raw/ripe fruits need to be processed before their
consumption. In this context, the kokum crop
has attained the status of economical importance.
The resultant of this activity creates employment
opportunities in rural areas and on the other hand
develops suitable products for earning foreign
exchange through the export of kokum derivatives.
MEDC Economic Digest

• To study the marketing of value added kokum
products
• To document the constraints experienced in
kokum processing, and marketing.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
South Konkan region was selected as the cultivation
of kokum is mainly concentrated in the region.
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There are two districts in the region, viz. Ratnagiri X1 = Total quantity of kokum fruits used for the
and Sindhudurg district, and from each district five ith product.
tehsils having maximum area under kokum were
P = Rural population of region.
purposely selected .
From the study area the nine households from each S = Average size of family in the region

of the tahasil were selected randomly. Thus, the Ri = Ratio of proportion of households preparing
final sample consisted of 90 households’ kokum the ith product.
processors from the South Konkan region.
Qi = Average quantity of kokum fruits used by
The number of kokum units in the tahasil were each family for ith product
selected by quota sample method. Accordingly, 20
kokum processors were randomly selected with a Estimation of Final product
quota sample method at the rate of 2 processing
Σ Z1 ={ (P/S) x Ri x Ti}
units from each tahasil.
Where,
Similarly, the list of authorized kokum traders
was obtained from APMC of respective districts. Z1 = Total quantity of kokum with the ith processed
Different market functionaries and market channels product.
were identified and a list of registered traders was
prepared. Further from the list, 50 per cent of P = Rural population of region.
registered kokum traders/ dealers operating in the S = Average size of family in the region
whole district were purposely selected. However,
other intermediaries were selected randomly from Ri = Ratio of proportion of households preparing
the respective tahasil of the districts. From each the ith product.
market, 6 retailers were chosen and interviewed
Ti = Average quantity of final kokum product
personally. The information of selected respondents
prepaid by each household for ith product
preparing kokum products was collected by survey
method for the productive year 2011-12.
Analysis of data

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Cost of processing of kokum fruits at household
level

The data collected were analyzed by using simple
mathematical tools like averages, percentage ratios The cost of processing of kokum fruits at household
and frequency distribution; standard cost concepts level is presented in Table 1. It is revealed from the
were used to study cost of production and returns. table that each household used their quantity of
kokum fruits for different products i.e. 55.55 kg
Estimation procedure
for preparation of dried kokum rind, 21.40 kg for
The final product prepared by the sample Amrut kokum and 16.20 kg for kokum agal. Per
households and quantity of raw material (fruits) household, cost of processing of kokum fruits into
used were estimated for the whole region. The dried rind worked out to Rs. 814.00; out of which
following function was used for estimation of fruit maximum cost was incurred on purchase of raw
requirement and final product.
material i.e. kokum fruits (Rs. 444.44). However,
the cost of labour, interest on working capital and
Estimation of fruits requirement
expenditure on salt was Rs. 192.00, Rs. 92.21 and
39.96 respectively.
Σ X1 = {(P/S) x Ri x Qi}
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The final product of dried kokum rind obtained
was 11.86 kg per household in the south Konkan
region with total value of Rs. 1162.28, which
indicated 1: 0.21 fruit to final product ratio. This is
a commonly prepared product by a large number of
rural households in the south Konkan region. The
net value added of dried kokum rind per household
was 78.36 per cent (Rs.348.28), whereas, gross value
added was 161.51 per cent (Rs. 717.84).

product ratio. The net value addition in processing
into Amrit kokum was 713.69 per cent (Rs.1221.84
per household), whereas gross added value per
household was 1256.30 per cent ( Rs. 2150.80).

For each household, the quantity of kokum fruits
processed for kokum agal was 16.20 kg, and the
cost of processing per household of kokum fruits
into kokum agal came to Rs. 611.35. Out of which
maximum cost was for labour wages (Rs. 288.00)
The cost of processing of kokum fruits (21.40 kg) followed by purchase of fruits (Rs. 129.60), interest
into Amrit kokum came to Rs. 1100.16 per household. on working capital (Rs. 72.75), salt (Rs.49.80) and
Out of this maximum expenditure was incurred on packing material (Rs.48.00). Per household final
sugar (Rs. 403.20) which was followed by labour product of kokum agal obtained was 9.60 lit. with
wages (Rs.288.00), kokum fruits (Rs. 171.20), interest the total value of Rs. 864.00 which indicated 1:0.51
on working capital (Rs. 132.16), and packing material fruit to final product ratio. The net value added due
(Rs. 60.00). Per household final product of Amrit to processing in to kokum agal per household was
kokum obtained was 19.35 lit. and the total value 194.87 per cent ( Rs. 252.65), whereas gross value
was Rs. 2322.00 which indicated 1:0.91 fruit to final added was 566.66 per cent ( Rs. 734.40).
MEDC Economic Digest
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The kokum agal and Amrit kokum were time
consuming and labour intensive products, Hence,
maximum fruits were utilized for preparation
of dried kokum rind during the season, due to
shortage of family labour, and pre-monsoon works.
The net added value in Amrit kokum was higher
(713.69%) as compared to kokum agal (194.87%)
and kokum dried rind (78.36%), due to use of
additives like sugar and jira which were not utilized
in kokum agal and dried kokum rind. The benefit
cost ratio was found to be maximum in case of
Amrit kokum preparation 2.11 which was followed

by dried kokum rind preparation 1.43 and kokum
agal preparation 1.40. The data presented in the
table also showed that the conversion ratio of raw
material (fruits) in to final product was much less in
the dried kokum rind (1: 0.21) as compared to Amrit
kokum (1:0.91) and kokum agal (1: 0.51), This is
because of no additives
added while processing
and sun drying method is commonly followed in
the process for minimizing moisture content in the
final product. However the ratio is higher in Amrit
kokum due to higher concentration of sugar used
for extracting its juice.

Disposal of kokum product at household level

to 33.00%). Therefore it is seen that the maximum
quantity of household products are sold in domestic
It was observed that disposal of kokum products markets or at the local level to tourists after meeting
in the region has three different ways Viz. a) home their home requirement.
consumption, b) distribution between relatives
and friends and c) sale. Among the products, sale Kokum processing units
was found to be varying from 46.51 to 66.28 per Capital investment in kokum processing unit
cent., while gifts to friends and relatives varied from The capital investment made in the kokum
11.00 per cent to 20.00 per cent, and the rest of processing unit includes fixed capital and working
the product was retained for home level (23.00 % capital which is presented in Table No. 3.
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It is observed that, in the study area the total capital
investment of Rs.2.13 lakhs was made to undertake
the processing of kokum fruit in to dried kokum
rind. In this total capital investment the share of
fixed capital investment was 76.68 per cent (Rs.1.63
lakhs) and share of working capital was observed
to be 23.32 per cent (Rs.0.49 lakhs). In the total
working capital, raw material share was highest (Rs.
0.38 lakhs) which was followed by labour wages
Rs.6948, packing material Rs.1800, other charges
Rs.1228 and chemical and preservatives Rs. 935.

Rs.59435 and other charges Rs. 13224.

In the case of the Amrit kokum production unit, it
was observed that per unit total capital investment
made was Rs. 16.63 lakhs. Out of this, 52.82 per cent
(Rs. 7.72 lakhs) amount was incurred on working
capital and 47.18 per cent for fixed capital (Rs.6.90
lakhs). From the total working capital investment,
the per unit maximum share of capital (Rs. 4.47
lakhs) was incurred for additives and preservatives
which was followed by raw material (fruits) Rs. 1.75
lakhs, packing material Rs. 77392, labour wages

The overall investment pattern in the kokum
processing units indicates a direct relationship
between extent of capital investment and volume
of the processed product.
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In case of kokum agal production, total capital
investment was Rs. 8.09 lakh, out of which 58.78
per cent (Rs. 4.75 lakhs) was incurred on fixed
capital and 41.22 per cent was incurred on working
capital. The per unit expenditure incurred on raw
material in the kokum agal unit was highest at Rs.
1.37 lakhs. Within the working capital categories,
this was followed by packing material Rs. 0.74 lakhs,
additives and preservatives Rs. 0.63 lakhs , labour
wages Rs.0.46 lakhs and other charges Rs 0.12 lakhs.

Cost and return of processing unit
In the processing unit, item wise costs incurred in
the processing of kokum fruits into different kokum
products were analyzed and results presented in
Table No. 4.
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Per unit total processing cost incurred in kokum
fruit processing product was worked out to be
Rs. 14.01 lakh. In this the maximum cost of Rs.
9.24 lakh was incurred on Amrit kokum followed
by kokum agal ( Rs. 4.08 lakh) and dried kokum
rind ( Rs. 68601) . At an overall level from the total
cost, the share of additives and preservatives cost
was maximum and accounted for Rs. 5.12 lakh.
The share of raw material, containers and packing
material and interest on working capital in business
accounted for Rs. 3.51 lakh, Rs. 1.53 lakh and Rs.
1.61 lakh respectively.

on fixed capital Rs. 9687, interest on working capital
Rs. 6987/-, labour wages Rs. 6948/-, depreciation
Rs. 2221/-, containers and packing material Rs.
1800/- and additives and preservatives Rs. 935/respectively.

The per processing unit total gross returns
(Rs.1987340/-) obtained from Amrit kokum
was Rs. 1132560/-, followed by kokum agal Rs.
750780/- and dried kokum rind Rs. 104000/-.
After deducting the total cost and tax paid, the net
return amounted to Rs. 163007 in Amrut kokum,
Rs. 312530/- in kokum agal and Rs. 31239/- in
In different kokum processed products, the total dried kokum rind. Hence at overall level per unit
processing cost in Amrit kokum preparation, the total net return of Rs. 506776/- was realized by the
maximum cost Rs. 447356/- was incurred towards kokum processors.
additives and preservatives followed by raw material
Rs. 175406/-, interest on fixed capital Rs. 108193/- It was observed from Table 4 that per season, the
, containers and packing material Rs. 77392/-, quantity obtained by the kokum processing unit was
labour wages Rs. 59435/-, interest on fixed capital 17424 lit. of Amrit kokum, 16684 lit. of kokum agal
Rs. 28094/-, depreciation Rs. 15151/- and other and 1.30 tonnes of dried kokum rind. Whereas BC
ratio at overall level was 1.41, but it was maximum
charges Rs. 13224 respectively.
in kokum agal unit level 1.83, followed by dried
In case of kokum agal, cost of fruits was worked kokum rind unit 1.52 and Amrit kokum unit 1.23.
out to be maximum (Rs. 137021/-) followed by The main reason for maximum BC ratio in kokum
containers and packing material (Rs. 74077/-), agal unit level was due to less use of additives as
additives and preservatives (Rs. 63847/-), interest compared to Amrit kokum.
on working capital (Rs. 46691/-), labour wages (Rs.
46293/-), interest on fixed capital (Rs. 15740/-) Cost of processing for kokum product
and depreciation and other charges each being Rs.
The cost of processing incurred in one quintal of
12275/- respectively.
dried kokum rind, 100 lit. of Amrit kokum and
Similarly in case of dried kokum rind preparation 100 lit. of kokum agal was computed. The per
unit, Rs. 38820 expenditure was incurred for unit profitability and added value of the different
purchasing of fruits, which was followed by interest processed products is worked out and presented in
Table 5.
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The cost of processing per quintal of dried kokum
rind, worked out to Rs. 5595/- out of which
maximum cost was incurred on fruits (Rs. 2986/-)
The important item of costs were interest on fixed
capital (Rs. 745/-), interest on working capital (Rs.
535/-), labour wages ( Rs. 334/-), tax paid (Rs.
320/-), container and packing material (Rs. 138/), other charges (Rs. 95/-). The cost incurred on
additives and a preservative used in the processing
was Rs. 71/- and depreciation Rs.171/-.
The cost of processing of kokum fruits into per
100 lit Amrit kokum worked out to Rs. 5564/-,
out of which cost of additives and preservatives
was maximum (Rs. 2567/-) followed by cost of
fruits(Rs. 1007/-), interest on working capital (Rs.
621/-), container and packing material (Rs. 444/-),
labour wages (Rs. 341/-). The cost for tax paid was
Rs. 260/-, whereas interest on fixed capital was Rs.
MEDC Economic Digest

161/-. The expenses incurred on other items were
depreciation (Rs. 87/-) and other charges Rs. 76/-.
It is also observed that, the cost of processing of
kokum per 100 lit of kokum agal was worked out
to Rs. 2627, out of which maximum cost incurred
to fruits (Rs. 821/-) followed by additives and
preservatives (Rs. 383), interest on working capital
(Rs. 280/-), labour wages (Rs. 277/-). The tax paid
was estimated to Rs. 180/- for 100 lit of kokum
agal. Whereas, cost for interest on fixed capital was
estimated to Rs. 94/- and depreciation Rs. 74/-.
The cost structure for different products is similar
to that at household level.
It is also depicted from Table 5 that the gross returns
obtained were Rs. 8000/- per quintal of dried
kokum rind, Rs. 6500/- and Rs. 4500/- for 100 lit.
of Amrit kokum and kokum agal respectively. Due
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et al. fruits in to different products, the sale value
has increased. The gross added value estimated in
dried kokum rind was 167 per cent, while the gross
value added in Amrit kokum was 545 per cent and
in kokum agal it was 448 per cent and net added
value was 80.54 per cent, 93 per cent and 228 per
cent in the same order.
Estimation of total quantity of processed product
from kokum fruits

It is observed that the total quantity of kokum
fruits utilized for different products of kokum
were estimated to be 12655.81 MT, out of which
maximum kokum fruits 10655.70 MT (84.19%)
were utilized at rural household level in the south
Konkan region. Where in, the maximum quantity
of kokum fruits was utilized for preparation of
dried kokum rind (5607.25 MT). On the other
hand at processing unit level it was maximum for
Amrit kokum (908.60 MT) followed by kokum agal
(709.77MT). This is because products like Amrit
kokum and kokum agal are labour and capital
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The large quantity of kokum fruits are processed
in to different products at household level and
registered processing unit level in the South
Konkan region, but the kokum fruit production
and quantity of final product were not recorded
and published. Hence, an effort is made to estimate
the quantity on the basis of this study for south
Konkan. The quantities of fruit processed and
quantities of final product prepared were estimated
as per the procedure given in the methodology. The
estimates are presented in Table 6.

intensive and both are available at factory level
but at unorganized household level processing is
dependent on family labour only. The maximum
quantity of kokum fruit were processed in to dried
kokum rind for family consumption at household
level due to local availability of fruits and less
capital and labour intensive processing.
Similarly from Table 6, it is observed that the
total quantity of the final processed product was
estimated at 7359. 24 MT. of which maximum
71.62 per cent (5270.64 MT) quantity was prepared
at rural unorganized household level and remaining
MEDC Economic Digest
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28.38 per cent (2088.60 MT) quantity was prepared
at registered processing unit level.
Therefore it is revealed that the major volume of
kokum fruits were processed at unorganized rural
household level which is not recorded anywhere,
and only 15 to 28 per cent of total volume of fruits
and final products were processed by registered
processing unit level only. The 47.32 per cent
of the total fruits were processed for only dried
kokum rind which had 167 per cent of gross

In the south Konkan region, most of the kokum
fruits were processed by the unorganized sector
i.e. at household level. Therefore, the estimate of
value addition in the study area is not documented.
Hence, an effort is made to estimate gross value
addition and net value addition due to processing
at household level and registered processing unit
level. It is observed from the Table 7 that the total
gross value addition due to processing of kokum
fruits in the south Konkan region was estimated
to be Rs. 703.82 lakhs, out of which 87.53 per cent
was estimated from household level and 12.47 per
cent from registered processing unit level. Similarly,
MEDC Economic Digest

value addition. If all the fruits were to be diverted
towards the Amrit kokum preparation, there would
be significant increments in gross value addition to
the kokum fruits.
Estimation of annual value addition due to kokum
fruit processing
The value addition in kokum fruits due to processing
was estimated for the south Konkan region and
presented in Table 7.

the net added value due to kokum processing in
the study area was estimated to be Rs. 352.14 lakhs
out of which 91.56 percent net added value was
estimated from unorganized sector and only 8.44
per cent added value was generated from organized
sector of kokum processing unit.
Therefore, it is revealed from Table 7 that the
maximum share of net value addition Rs. 322.43
lakhs were generated from the unorganized sector
of kokum processing annually. This is mainly due
to localized use of kokum fruits and engaging
the part of family labour in the processing to
November 2021
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earn additional income for the family livelihood
during the season and also utilizing their own fruit
production for processing.
Price spread for processed kokum product

the processed kokum product viz. dried kokum
rind, Amrit kokum and kokum agal through
different market channels. For these different
market channels the price spread was worked out
and presented in Table 8.

The sample processors in the study area marketed

It was observed from Table 8 that in marketing dried
kokum rind, Amrit kokum and kokum agal resorted
to two marketing channels. viz. I) Processors—
Retailer——Consumer II) Processors— Dealer—
Retailer— Consumer. The producer has realized a
maximum net price of Rs. 83.30 per kg followed
by Rs. 80.00 per kg of dried kokum rind marketed
through channel -I and channel- II respectively.
Hence, producer’s share in consumer rupee was
observed to be maximum (69.41%) in channel I
followed by channel -II (66.66%). For dried kokum
rind, market margin was worked out to Rs. 36.70
per kg in channel- I and Rs. 40.00 per kg in channelII. Thus, the highest market margin was observed
in channel- II.
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In case of Amrit kokum and kokum agal, it was
observed that the processors had realized maximum
net price in channel- I Rs. 70.00 and Rs. 50.00
respectively. The producer’s share in consumer
rupee was also highest in the same channel- I Rs.
73.63 per cent and Rs. 66.66 per cent. Therefore,
the market margin was highest in channel-II for
both the products (Rs.30/ lit).
Processing and marketing constraints in kokum
The constraints encountered in the processing
and marketing of kokum products by the sample
processors and marketing intermediaries in the
study area were studied and presented in Table 9.
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Processing
The major constraints experienced in the processing of
kokum in study area was no incentives for the processing
of kokum fruits from state government to popularize the
kokum product and enhance kokum plantation (100%),
which was followed by high cost of raw material and
inadequate availability of kokum fruits (95%), and shortage
of labour during peak period of processing (50%).
Marketing
The major constraints expressed by market intermediaries
viz. retailers and dealers were delay in payment of sale
produce (66.96 per cent), followed by high transport cost
(53.57 per cent) and insufficient quantity of processed
product for transporting to distant markets (17.85 per cent).

CONCLUSIONS

1) Most of the rural households prepare kokum products
and it is common practice in kokum producing areas.
2) Among the different kokum products, dried kokum
rind was common at household level whereas Amrit
kokum and kokum agal were common at commercial
production unit level.
3) At household level, products were prepared for home
consumption therefore capital requirement is negligible
and mostly family labour oriented. The operation in
kokum processing is carried out manually, therefore it
provides employment to a large number of workers in
rural areas, hence at household level this entrepreneurship
provides more opportunities for employment of family
labour and income generation to family.
MEDC Economic Digest

4) The cost of processing was highest in Amrit kokum
both at household and commercial processing unit level.
5) The prices of value- added products are comparatively
much higher than fruits.
6) No incentives from government for popularization
of kokum products, labour shortage during peak period
of processing, high cost and inadequate availability of
kokum fruits etc., were the problems perceived by the
processors, whereas delay in payment of sale proceeds and
high transport cost problems were faced by the market
intermediaries. The policy implication is that major kokum
fruits were processed and marketed by unorganized rural
household level, therefore there is need to take initiatives
for marketing of kokum products through organizational
set up and efforts should be taken for establishment of
collection centers at local/ village level with brand name
through self help groups operated in the region.
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Food Processing in
Maharashtra
Maharashtra is home to rich ecodiversity with 9 agro-climatic zones,
high agriculture output and a highly
industrialised ecosystem, making it
a globally competitive destination
for the food processing industry.
Maharashtra attracted the highest
FDI in the food processing sector
of almost USD 188 mn in 2020-21
(during the pandemic).
Food processing contributes 5%
to the state’s GSDP. The state
has $5,154 worth of agriculture
exports making up almost 15% of
national exports. 13% of India’s
food processing industry is located
in our state and we are among the
top 4 states with maximum benefits
from policy reforms in the Food
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Processing sector as reported by the
Union Ministry.
Maharashtra is the 2nd largest fruit
producing state in India accounting
for ~12% of the total production. It
is also home to 90% of the country’s
wine industry and is one of the
largest producers of marine fish.
The state government recognizes
the importance of food processing
sector for Maharashtra’s economy
and its farmers. To provide thrust
to this sector, in addition to the
interventions offered to new units
setting-up in Maharashtra, the
government is developing food parks
equipped with advanced utilities and
plug-and-play infrastructure. Such

food processing clusters are being
developed in Malegaon – Nashik,
Dindori – Nashik, Butibori –
Nagpur, and AURIC – Aurangabad.
Over the last 1 year, Government
of Maharashtra signed MoUs
worth INR 1000+ Crores with food
processing companies.
Maharashtra not only has abundant
supply of agricultural raw material
but also offers a vast pool of skilled
workforce that can be leveraged to lead
research & development initiatives in
agritech industry. With nearly 15% of
India’s agricultural exports coupled
with the strategic coastal location
and the growing domestic demand
within the state, Maharashtra is a food
processing hub of India.
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